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rab Eivningsun. V*
Ali. KY., MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 10.1908 TEN CENTS PER WEEK
Night Riders Burn Barn of Only
Independent Buyer Left in Four
Counties--Owner Not at Home.
one Haider Injured By Falling
Telephone Pole, Which He
Climbed to Cut Wires.
It Is Rspsrted Here Thitt
Easier. Crittenden 'Canty
Will be Next Plus Visited.
410•••••••••••••
The flying squadron of night riders
took Fredonik on the Crittenden
Caldwell county line, about midnight
Saturday night, captured James Scar-
berry, the Cumberland telephone
night operator, and cut the wIres.
Then theyesgalleped, 76 strong, to
View. eve miles away, 'there A. H
_Cardin,. the former populist e(ate
leader, and the only buyer of inde-
pendent tobacco In Crittenden, 0.14-
well, Lyon and levingston
and burned his two barns. containing
45.000 pounds of tobacco. They
searched for Mr. Cardta. whom they
'tad anarnad. -but. he was lallteauswIlLe,
Ind.
One tight rider, after cutting the
Cemberland telephone cable. climbed
an independent telopbone pole to cut
tl at wire, wh•n the pole broke wit.
him and he fell to the ground and
wa• severely injured He was car-
it'd away by hie fellows.
Thin Is believed to be the same
gang that visited Dycusburg They
wee- leirek cloth masks. It is re-
incr. d that Marion will be 'visited to-
night. .
!tarry of the Burning.
Ydedite. Fe'b Jo.. &Soo -7.,-Only a
visit to a sick triend saved .41k. H. Cate
!dee a prominent independent tobacco
buyer and Kizer, from a thraehlng,
when night riders 'hilted his home
early Su pday Morning. and edistroysid'
a line warehouse, a line stock barn
- and other ME build/MO by sew *beet
riders weie in the party that came
!rem the direetion of Lyon and Cald-
wee enmities. arid they cut telephone
w tree as they went A party of 25
se-re stationed at Fredonia, a few
mile* frinn View, to sutnireas any
arenim to give the alarm or to. make
an attack. The whole wowedure went
through like clock work.
ITlittot known -how kticli To-Nieto
Cardin had in his warehouwe but the
loss of the warehouer will be •Iront
$5.000 and the Was of the—Miser
buildings will be e4maiderabki. !der.
eral time* MO. Cardin tam :received
want/ors to discontinue thy/ holing of
tobacco. bet no heed was paid the
notices. He has been buying tobacco
In this seeks& for taaay years, and
had the finest warehouse mid equip-
ment in this section. In tonnection
with the prizing house be had stem-
ming machinery.
No harm was done the village more
thon the occietional outbreak of shots
te keep eiereone in doors. Not find-
ing Mr Catdin at home, the riders
did hot make a diligent hunt. After
finishing the work of burning the
buildings the night riders left as
quietly as they had made their prrival.
Guards: were pleeeti around the town
and no one was allowed an the
streets.
it le said that Mr Cardin had abou
30005 pounds of tobacco In the ware-
house. but others sae the umber of
vowel* was greater than (ha. P was
H tine waretuoise and the equipment
was of the beet.
The (-Miens of the town were
startled when they heard the first vol-
ley of shots. but they realised it was
night riders, and knew In admit*
about what was expected of thew
They [put in their appearance *honey
after 12 o'clock. VMw Is about .7
miles from Marlon.
Night Itider Notices.
Kuttaea, Feb. 10.---(Specia)e—e
Night rider notices are becoming con.,
splotous In this part of the COuntry
Yesterday morning W.- A. Gresham)
'he leading grocery dealer of the city,
went to the postoffice and in tits mall
found a letter signed "night riders."
The letter warned him to dismiss two
negro cooks he had In nis employ or
they would "tonte and take nine yard%
of skin off (his) fat bark." When
the negroes went to work this morn-
leg Air Gresham discharged them
Mrs M.. E. Mays, a widow, owns see-
teal holism, and In two of the houses
she has had metro occupants, and she,
leo. rieelvedi a letter yesterday morn-
ing testing if she did net "clean the
houses of the negmes•' the pretwety
would be destroyed.
Many of the citizens here are in-
clined to believe that the letters do
not come from the night riders. but
WON 41441 Visits have been an close to
Etrttswa the Wheal are in constant
fear (bat tins terinii.w41 he visited and
burns& The eltisene who have re-
set SOW! bare not 1oat any loaf
Roosevelt Replies to Charges of
Using Federal Patronage to Win
Nomination For William H. Taft.
Groff Released From Custody.
From the evidence before him that
Groff was in Olney lest March, when
the murder of Joseph D. Price, deputy
sheriff of Frenso, Cal., was commit-
eitide-Jurige Cross dismissed the war-
rant against AN. Gruff, alias "Fate
te," cbarged with being a fugitive
front justice and murderer. The po-
lice department mailed a picture of
Groff to California last week, and a
telegram was received yesterday by
Chief Collins, saying they believed he
had Me right man, and asking him to
send another picture as the one they
had received was dim.
Grof: answers the description of the
man wanted in Nome respects, but the
alibi established was too strong.
County Attorney Albert Barkley war
gronvinced Saturday that Groff wan the
wrong man, but Hal S Corbett, coon- California.
 ...e
gel for Patrolmen Johnson and Cross
who made the arrest, made a flee
for a continuant* of the case until
further word could be heard from
the California authorities. .The
was attended by a large crowd this
morning, and the seating capacity of
the court room was at a premium.
When Judge Cross made his decision
dismissing the charge, the people ap-
plauded. and it required a minute for
the police officials to restore,order.
NV! C Groff, father of the young
man who has been under arrest, left
this afternoon for his home at Olney.
while the boy, under instruction,'
from hIs father and attorney, will re-
main here ten days or two weeks,
that it may be proven conclusively
that he is not the man wanted in
J. C. MIGHT IS TIPPED AS CHAIRMAN
OF FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
Graves county Man Has Made PARCELS POST IS
SUBJECT OF BILL
IN U. S. SENATE
Excellent Referee and He
Stands High With
Administration.
National
J. C. Speight, of Mayfield, proba-
bly w1:1 be chosen chairman of the
First district Republican committee,
and mernbeeeof the state central com-
mittee, to succeed W. J. Deboe, who,
if is understood, will enet-oedek re-elec-
tion. The election of the tnembeterf
UM *We essitnal•agimmithi& who pre.
sides over the congressional district
committee, takes place at the district
convention, where delegates are elect-
ed to the state convention.
Mr. *might was candidate for coio
'res. in this district. He is referee of
federal patronage' and stand, close to
the national administration. He has
$1111 complimented-eery the Washing-
lifehoritles for ether' excellence 'of
his reelections He enjoys the fullest
enntidetc e of the Roo.cvet aliminis-
tratkee and he would represent part
of the -strength of the national ad-
ministration on the state committee,
413 well as carry the highest qualifica-
tions for conservative- leadership In
the district.
For county , chaerrnan Street In-
spector W E. Bell, who so ably man-
aged the campaign in which Mayor
James P. Smith and almost the en-
tire Republican city ticket was elect-
ed, has been mentioned. Precinct
chairmen. elected next month, will
(loose the county chairman.
For Onagessa.
Several names are mentioned for
the congressional nominee. Popular
Jerry M. Porter, of Clinton. is one of
them. Postmaster Hardin Ford. ot
Benton, •ad 'Ed Thomas. of Fulton,
are also highly spoken of.... All are
exceeent men.
Word has been -ii/teed that the
appointment of 0. P Thomas as post-
master at Cadik has been affirmed.
TArr Is WELCOMED
Kansas City. Feb. 10.—Political
leaders of the southwest greeted Sec-
retary of War Taft, who arrived the
morning to speak tonight at the ban-
quet. Twelve hundred will be seated
at the tables.
411emmoW' 
Asst.
.5
WEATHER.
(-3 
CLOUDY
(loudly and unsettled with flees-
ccli'tossight said Tay. Net
en, ti cMsagrle gmsgagallesre. High.
set
Washington, Feb. 10.—Provision
for the establishment of parcele post
on Hee- rural wait reetee is made in a
bill hilroduced In the senate by Burn-
ham, of Californea. It Is modeled on
Jingle recommended by -Postmaster
General Meyer In his annual relent.
Packages, limited to eleven pounds
and three feet. six inches long. are,
five cents for first pound and two
cents for each additional pound.
Two Hatelophipee
The house committee on naval
affairs decided to report a bill recom-
mending' twee beethethips in the pres-
ent congress. They are to be 20.04).
tons each. Roosevelt's recommends-
ziou was for three battlesheps.
RECEIVICD 11140W ON HEAD
art' CLUNG TO Mg MONEY.
Staggering from a blow on the
back of his head, William Kilgore. a
steamboatman from Pittsburg, was
totted Saturday night by Patrolmen
Johnson and Cross near Second street
and Kentucky avenne. When taken
to the city hall Kilgore had $41 in his
pockets, and It is hard for the police
to account bow the highwaymen
Waited the money unless frightened
away. The wound on the back of his
head resembled one that might have
been made with a sand-bag Kilgore
was drunk and Was locked up on this
charge. When sobered Kilgore kne*
little of his experience Saturday night.
NEW TOWN MAR EPIDEMIC
(W RABIES AMONG DOOR.
New York, Feb. 10 —An epidemie
of hydrophobia exists in the city.
Thirty eases are now being treated,,In
one hospital. On Staten isisnf I7R
dogs. suffering from rabies, have been
captured.
GRIP IN CALLO WAY
Murray, Ky., Feb. 14. (Special I —
There are probably 76 serious casee
o: grip and pneemonia In Murray.
white the doctors report that the dis-
'ease is prevalent In almost every sec-
tion of the (emote and they are forced
te work night ad day to attend their
calls In many neighborhoods it is
said that there are Dot enough well
iemple to attend to the wants of the
sit k
NEW MANAGER HERE`
iF. C. Reidhead. manager of the
Stone a Webster interests at e0111M-
bus, Ga., is in the city acquainting
himself With the local properties pre-
paratory to assuming charge next
month In company with Veneerer
1 S Jileocker he has been on a ton'
of inspection today. Mr. Vieerker.
who will trade places with Mr. Reid-
land, will go to C,olumbus. Ga., short-
ly and will be sholin over the prop-
erty there. (Wheeler. Theecker's bore
of friends here regret to see him go.
Mr. Iteldhead is rage/dab one of
the most eftk , a &
•"
4...4.„
useof federal patronaee to further the
presidential interests of Oecretary
Taft. The answer is in the form of a
letter addeessed to William Dudley
Foulke. of Richmond, Ind., and In-
cludes a letter from Mr. Foulke to
the president suggesting the need of
such statement.
The correspondence in part fol-
lows:
MT. Foulke says:
"Oa January 13th, I laid before you
an article in an Indianapolis news-
paper supporting the candidacy 
ail! there had been no presidential eon-
Mr. Fairbanks, accusing you of uffingitest impending, 
and In no caw has
nationfedera i of t Mr. "Tea ftto, setandur4;iatrinng that I would have 
pursued had none(nni-the
there been a deviation from the course
of those who actually are candidates
Post of January 16th:
" are now getting daily leseene
In civil service reform from the
white house ithieh ought to attract
national attention. The appointment.
of Taft workers to the postoffice in
Ohio and of the totally unfit George
W. Wanartraker as appraiser of this
port is now follewed by the presi-
dent's refusal to reappoint a good
Hughes man collector of customs at
Platteburge "
"On January 17, an article charg-
ing you with similar abuse of patron-
age appeared in the indianapolie Star
a paper also supporting Mr. Fairbanks
and reputed to be owned principally
by Daniel G. Reid. a gentleman rep-
resenting incirktair t Wall street inter-
eats. Mks 1 lost r
"To this you answered:
"Will you produce the name of a
single man whom I have everccel or
influenced, will you give me the
name of any official who has been
controlled by threat or Implied threat
of dismissal or from whom I have
demanded support for Taft.
"You cannot do so, and as you can
not why do you toPeal this- challenge
to the newspapers tit question, Assert
that these words are abirolutele false
and challenge them to make good."
"I accordingly wrote to the Ster,
asking it to name a single case of the
coeraion referred to in its previous
issues. It published an answer to
my letter, but failed to name any in-
stance of the kind, though it still con-
tinues to repeat Its general charges
of abuse of patronage. These charges
also ctintinue to be 'circulated by
other newspaper' in all parts of the
country."
Roosevelt's Reply.
-The president replies:
°The statement that I have used
NIGHT FUNERALS
FOR KING CARLOS
AND CROWN PRINCE
Londcn, Feb. 10.—The bodies of
the late K.ng Carlos and the crown
prince will be taken to Pantheon this
afternoon to be buried during the
night. authorities fearing a public
funeral might provoke demonetra-
dons.
ALDRICH SPEAKS
ON HIS FINANCIAL
BILL IN SENATE
Washington. Feb. 10.—Senator Al-
drich today eptike on his financial
bill, which proposes to provide five
hundred millions of emergency tortes
in time of need. Ile net only de-
scribed the serious nature' of the panic
through which the country passed,
but while hopeful of the future, point
ed.out the necessity for reform In
banking methods. He said his rem-
edy- Is sineee. prompt and efficient
At any time within 48 hours if senor-
ifteitey requires, five hundred million
11 new money aerobe pet into ciren-
Iation. He said callifiells ought to re-
mere banks to tweet a portion at
their ,aseets ' in ralkoed. state anti
ma. pal Luella, la the interest of
pets! atodraalaara
postoelce in particular.
- "Oii my return home I observetL•for the 
nomination been candidates
other articles making similar charges, nor has a single o
fficebolder been
In various patient, for instance the removed or threatened 
with removal
following in the New York E`vening or coerced i
n any way to secure his
Washington. Feb. 10.—Congress-1 '. Murphysbero. III., Feb. 10.—W. B.
support for airy preeldential candi-,
man Leake, of New Jersey, In a three Smith and James S. Nall, of Henry
Iminute sensational speech, attacked county, Ky.. were sentenced to the
,
hclikatv"eel.
forbid officeholders from 
dfeultylowinstarrteinsingetno naoreminfaltes  Btrorathb eilor mfOirkvtittliee irb
n fact the ouly coercion that I Bryan and declared his Democratic Penitentiary in the circuit court here
attempted to exercise was to
pushing my 
lacnyk otfo $5d,e1f9r2aA3d3. tht
own renomination." 
miltanipte
the hciuse instead of leaving the Nall was president of the Missile.
W. B. SMITH IS CONVICTED OF
DEFRAUDING BANK AT MURPHY&
BORO, ILLINOIS===MAY 60 10 PEN
Indiana Civil Service Nan De-
offices to nominate an; Presidential
flea Organs to Furnish Name candidate is both false and malicious
It In the usual- imaginative invention
Of Single Appointee For Par- which flows from a dolire to say
POSe 
something injurious. Itemem.ber that
, those now mating this accusation
were busily engaged two moriths ago
In asserting that I was using offiees
Wasbington, Feb. 10.e—President to secure my own renomination. This
Roosevelt made answer to the recent kind of accusation for the next few
public statement that he—has made montls•47111 be rife. This parikular
slanderer wil be used until exploded,
and when exploded, those who have
used it will lorobable invent another.
"If such assertions as these papers
made are in good faint), on knowledge
a facts, and with any other purpose
than to produce a political effect by
false pretense, or by reckless state-
ment without knowledge, let those
making them produce the apecifir
cases to which they refer.
Man Who Promoted Many Banks in West-
ern Kentucky, and Former Citizen of
Paducah, Ends Dazzling Career--
TooMiiiy Bad-Drafts received.
SIMILAR CHAReES AGAINST HIM AT LOUISVILLE WERE
DISMISSED BY INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE JUDGE.
"Not an' appointment has been NOMINATE BRYAN
made that weaki not have been made
IN CONVENTION,
NOT IN CONGRESS
Foraker Alvan choice to the Democrats of the Den-
Washington, Feb. 10.—Foraker on ver convention.
a "question of personal privilege" I
the senate today aneviered the state-int:1E DESTROYS EMPTY
ment made in Roosevelt's letter to
'Illiam Dudley Foulke, of Indiana.
With reference to appointments in
Ohio.
KILLED HIS WIFE
BECAUSE SHE GOT
HIM NO BREAKFAST
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 10.—(Spe-
cial.)—With his stepson in the house
dying with meningitis. &bin NewtsY
killed his wife and committeed sue
cid• at Valley View because there was
no breakfast for hine--ween he re-
turned from logging oa the rivet
early this morning.-
h'ATHER OF MRS. JOHN DAVIS
DIES AT (IREENFIELD. IND.
Mir. John Davis, of 1604 Broad
street, received a telegram today an-
nouncing the death of his wife,' s fath-
er, A. J. Wagner, at Greenfield, Ind.
MT. Wagner was 80 years old and ears
a highly respected citizen, being prom
:fleetly identified with the business its-
wrests of the county in which he
!teed. Besides Mrs. Davis he leaves
 three otter children Mrs. Dal t. Was
at his bedside when death came.
PLUMBERS STRIKE WHEN
MANY ARE LACKING WORK,
Ot. Louis, Feb. 10.—While one-
fifth the union men of the city are out
of employmen 00 plumbers struck
today- because th employers put
Into effect a scale daily, a re-
duction of 70 cents.
MRS. HARGIS' SON
Jackson, KY Feb 14 (Special.)
—Beater Hargis' examining trial WAS
called this morning He waived ex-
amination and is held without ball to
the circtOt court, which meets next
week. His mother employed two of
the beet lawyers to defend him
MRS. THORNTON
Murray, Ky., Feb. 10. (Special
"Grandma" Thornton, about 85 Years
old, one of the 'oldest ane most high-
ly respected women in Calloway
county, died at the home of her son
Henry Thornton, a well known ding-
gist. of this pewee yesterday morning
Besides the eon with whom she lived
Mfrs. Thornton leaves one other eon
Moses, and three daughters. Mrs I.
C. hinn, of Chickasha. Oklahoma,
Moe Susan Waters and Mee J. T
lthuston, of this county The Natal
was In the city eentetery etelay
Grain Market.
St. Lonis, Feb 10.----Wheat. let%,
corn, 66; oats, 53.
City Jailer Wade
hg from an attack
has been confined
oral data,.
Drown is recover
of the rip. He
his home for see-
HOUSE ON ELEVENTH ST.
Fire was discovered in a small two-
room house, Eleventh and Burnett
streets, last sight about 11 o'clock
and Nes. 3 and 4 answered the alarm
The betiding had not been occupied
for over a year. It is supposed ,,.the
itire was started by some tramps, in
.Lhe building. l'ht bitilditig.viga.prat-
tically destroyed before the alarm was
given.
AUDITOR'S AGENT
SUES LEGATEES
FOR STATE 'TAX
_Wise suits to collect an inher111111A*
tax of $5 on the $100 worth of prop-
erty received from the estates of per-
sons other than husband, wife, father
or mother have,been filed by H. L.
Anderson, of May-field, auditor's
agent for the state at Iarfe. The most
important is against Mrs. Lucy OVete
hey, who inherited an amount esti-
mated at $18,000 from the estate of
her sister. Mrs. Anna L. Parham.
Another suit is against Marion
Blanton and Emma C. Clark to col-
lect the statutory amount on the sum
of $3,000 each, which was given them
In the will of Ed P. Noble. The
revenue agent also sets up the claim
that 'Mr. Noble during the years 1902,
1903, 19404 and 1905 failed to list
$6.000 worth of personal property. 
Thethird suit Is against Nellie
Brothers and Willie Temple. sisters of
Susan Polk Temple, on $2.500 re-
celved from her estate.
Charles Clark was the beneficiary
of an insurance policy made to him
by George loeper and Ititteritance tax
on this is also claimed.
Rube Baker and Lizzie Ledford.
benefielarlee in the will of Frankie
Dixon, are sued for the tax on $5.000.
The administrators of each estate,
In which inheritance tax is claimed
were made parties to the snits.
The revenue agent claims that the
Paducah Loan company has failed tp
pay a state license for the last two
years and seeks to col:ect $400. jele
charges that James T Smith. another
loan agent, has failed to pay a license
for one. year and sues him for $IM.
Flournoy Brothers and 011ie P.
Leigh. br.Skers, are charged with fate
ing to pay the state license, amount-
ing to $25 each.
The estate of li.,E.Caldweli is sued
for hack taxes on $12,500 worth of
property-. which, It is charged, has not
been listed for taxation for the year
1907.
Magistrate C. W. Amery, aitalorts
agent for MeOracken connty, filedliaatt
against Baumer Bros. for back tugs
on 140,000 worth of personal prsig-
orty and suit against Frank Kircholir
the baker, who. It is alleged, failed to
list a store termite in the city of Padu-
cah at $5,000,
In every suit filed hy both tles
county and slate agents the statutory
24 per cent penalty Is elaimed, which
goes to tile revenue agent
All the suits were filed Saturday
tt'esee',.
Engaged Extensively in Lum-
ber Business Alter His Ex-
perience in Kentucky... 
WillFight Case Out.
sippi Valley Banking company, of
Grand Tower, this county, which in-
stitution is .now in the hands of a re-
ceiver, having been closed on reconol
mendations of the state auditor on
October 9, 190.6. Smith came to this
(Jackson) coun,ty in the spring oe
190.6 with the Intention of organizing
a big coal syndicate. .He organized a
state bank at the little agricultural
center of Elkwille. In the. spring of
191)6, 'and installed R. P. Samuels LI
cashier. The bank opened for bust.
ness September 19. 1906. In 3111e
nary of the satne year be organized a
state bank at Grand- Tower, a river
town, and installed James S. Nam
president and Ernest Easley cashier.
Director* Warned.
Searcely had the. ,Elkville blush
been opened, it is alleged. that Smith
and his confederates, who had goal;
south, began to flood the new haul,
with overdrafts and false draft*. -
'Frank T. Joiner, cashier of theeM
nois Trust company, of East St. ,Loui7
a corresponding bank, warned
the directors of the new hank of the
worthless paper coming for collection
!trough his bank from the new insti-
tution.
On October 11, 1906, scarcely three
weeks after opening. J. C. (\inland, a
director, took charge of the Elkville
bank and locked Cashier R. P. Sam-
uels out. Samuels died two months
later et Hot Springs, Ark., from a
result of worry. Smith and Nall were
indicted, Nall was arrested at Grand
Tower last January and Smith at
Meridian. Miss.. last July. Both gave
bond.
Smith a Hank Organizer.
Smith claims to be the organizer
of seventy-seven banks. Until a few
years ago, he was president of a 'bank
.n Louisville, Ky. It suspended and
he was prosecuted in the federai
courts but was not convicted. He is
the general manager of the Gulf
States Lumber company, of Mobile,
the Star Lumber company, also of
Mobile, and the Catlin Lumber come
pave of Porto Rico. He is a
claimed to be a stockholder of the
state bank of Porto Rico, capitalized -
at $504,040, and also organised In
1906, but which never opened. On
this bank he drew a 120.060 (haft
and deposited it with the Rekvillo
bank, seeking to draw $5,004 on the
trength of the deposit. Smith
claims to have a monopoly In the
phone system of the Island of
Rico.
lioaddlles Company.
The Unite. States Fidelity
(Contesvied on Page 1141,""
SAME OLD Str
Frankfort, Kr..
—On joint ballot
Bradley 49, and
were present 10
54.
Hr. J!
I kno
tidy.
dk
r Saha,
opurnontat
at the tarn
Salem cluf
wife, wale
visor
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SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZ NES
It Is a great deal cheaper to piece manual subscriptioes to sev-
eral magazines at the same time sod order them all together from
ea, than it is to buy the same tatsgasines singly or eminent* to them
Separately. Combination club offers- are now wade hr vrtich sub-
scribers to *amoral magazine* an secure bargaio prices, sometimes
✓etire; three or four ruagaz,nes for the price of one or two. Sub-
scriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
• with any month. Let us know what magealoes you are tak-
Ow now or whet insgazines you want to take inert year, and we will
Climate the isombination price, eh owing saving to be effected.
SAMPLE
McClure's Magazine 11 50
or American
Reader Magazine.... 3 40
Metropolitan......160 
or World Today
or Woman's Home
tpotmeaeloo 16.00
All for 1111.00, Half Price
R.emder Magazine ...13 00
Rev sew of Reviews ..3.00
'lir Outing
Or Ainsiee's
or Smart Set
16 00
Both for 413.00, Half Price
Home Magazine ....11.00
MoOlure's ..1.60
or Cosmopolitan
or American
or Success
$2 50
Both for $1.65
BARGAINS.
Cosmopolitan ... ..$1 00
Home Magazine .. ..1 00
emcees. ....1.00
or American
13.00
All for $2.30
Weekly Inter Ocean
and !Termer ....11.00
lac C 'a Magazine . . .50
(with pattern)
Home Magazine.... I 00
$2 50
An for $1.23, HAM Price
Designer.. ..$0.50
(with fashions)
Cosmopolita.n .. 1.00
Reader Magazine .. 3.40
$4.50
All for $2.60
orneplete gebecrtprion Catalogue, with beautiful Harrison Fisher
eover, listing all magazines singly and in clubs at lowest rates, sent
you free on receipt of postal card request.
Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapolis, Indiana.
The Hobbs-Merrill ( ern pan)
SUBJECTS LOOK
UPON THE DEAD
Thousands of Portuguese File
Through Cathedral.
Coronation Ceremony May Never Take
place as 'Manuel N'btlies to Start
Reign Quietly.
F.MBLENI tW MOURNING WORN.
Lisbon, Feb. le.—Thousands of
Portuguese. poor and rich, humble
and pretentious, filed slowly. •through
the nobie cathedral of San Vincente
and gazed for the last time upon the
faces of their late king and crown
prince. Sli'hen night fell and tee doors
of the church were closed there was
still a large crowd patiently awaiting
admission.
All the people Sunday wore some
emblem of mourning and in passing
the coffins placed beneath them floral
WHAT TI NETS DO.
Their nastaneis Week kens. L's
°well ere Healthy.
All the blotid in the Gude Imams
through the kidneys once every throe
minutes. TheAtfineye filter the blood.
They work nl and day. Whet
healthy theyt remove about Zero graihs
of impure matter dilly. when un-
healthy some part of dee impure mat..
ter is left in the-blood This brings
on many diseases and symptoms -
pain in the back, leadatele, nervess-
nese, hot, dry skin. rheumatism, gout
gravel, disorders of the eyesoht and
hearing, dizziness, irregular heart,
debilny, drowsiness, dropsy, deposits
ie the urine, etc. But If you keep the
filters right you will neve no trouble
with your kidneys.
J. R. Womble, of. 1162 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky., sayse.,"Wten I Save
the statement for publication in 1900
telling of the great benefit I had re-
ceived from the use of Doan's Kidney
Pills which I procured at DuBois &
Co.'s drug store, I had no idea it was
to be a lasting benefit for I had been
a severe sufferer teem a general kid-
ney and bladder trouble rend weak
back. I had some pretty severe at-
tacks of kidney trouble and settle-
thues I could hardly gerisp if I knelt
or stooped. Yes I have been so bad
that I have almost had to crawl on
offerings, some Oudding wild flow-"rny hands and knees. There was no
era from' fields, others simple clusters
[
rviolets, and -others elaborate crea-
tions and rare exotic 'Atoms.
The bodies were guarded constantly
by °facers, of the army and navy
royal archers and palace guards.
In official circles k is believed that
the ceremonies :n connection with the
coronation may not occur for two or
three months and perhaps may never
occur, as the young king wishes to in-
augurate his reign with as little os-
tentation as possib:e, not unities Gus-
tav of Sweden.
,M•111ft
101101Y BURNS CONFIDENT
Thst He Will Make Short Work of
Jock Palmer.,
London, Patt. 10.—Toinmy Burns,
American heavyweight pugilist, who
will meet Jack 'Palmer, of Nan C,astle,
for the'beatryweight championship, is
conadest of his abiliry to make short
work of his opponent.
The American is still a strong
favorite in the betting. North county
men are asking long odds before lay-
ing their mosey. They have offered,
howeyer, to place 116,000 at I to 1
that Palmer will stay six ',bunch.
EASY IONE!
MAX PROM KALAMAZOO TELLS
HOW T() DO IT. •
Anyone Can Make Some Easy Mosey
U They Will Only Follow This
Maa's -
There is no denying the fact that
the musician's life is an easy one, and
It is getting more so every day. They
are well paid and well treated, which
Is justly due them. There is no other
trade which compels you to pay tot
your experience. When you start to
learn any other profession yes twelve
lary right from the start. *Or -
ith the musician. He must pay for
his knowledge, and it is only right
that be should receive good pay for
his SSIVIOSS afterward., !Would yam
like to be a tnusielaareati.
TOO have to do is give a fear moments
of your spare time each day to prac-
tice.
There is no one who has not some
talent for music. Some have more
than others. They make artists. You
may make an artist.
Inquire at the Broadway Music
House for full information concerning
the free lessons given with the won-
derful Gibson mandolins and guitars.
_
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BUY 00AL OF
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41 41 110 41 41 10 40411 II 410 10 10 0 4, 0 0
Burns' beckers have not taken this
bet, but Burns nevertheless believes
that the fight will not last longer than
that.
Pialnier Is considered a somewhat
better fighter than Gunner Mehs
whom Burns put away in ted rounds.
Betting at clubs is 6 to 4 in favor
_Barns. Robert Watson. sporting
writer, will referee the fight. -Burns
has been offered $10.000 to so to
Paris in April to meet a French
boxer. '
PROF. C. M. LIES Di
INJUROD BY SAW MILL.
•••••=fra••••••
Prof. C. M. Lleb former superin-
tendvnt of the Paducah schools, was
the victim of an accident whin
working at his saw mill in Alatetme
Saturday, the thumb of his right hand
being cut off by coming in oieitto
with a saw,
Too many find their conucienoes ii
the eonveatIons of others.
Are You
Sick?
Much sickness is due to
a weak nervous system.
Yours may be. If it is,
you cannot get well until,
you restore nerve strength
Your nervous system is
nature's power hQuse; the
organs of your body get
their power froin it. If
the p6wer is not thtite- -
action of the organs is
weak, and disease (sick-
ness) follows. Dr. Miles'
Nervine cures the sick
because it soothes the
irritated and tired nerves
and 'gives the system a
chance to recuperate.
Try it, and see if you do
not quickly feel its bene-
ficial effect.
0 0
JOHN JAMAS. Illeerton, Nebr.
Your druntslet setts Dr. WI Ilea' Merv-
ins and we eumeelsop bl,n te tenure
tirs.0:0 first bottle Deily) If It falle
v you
Miles Medical Co., iillshart. Lod
"I was ghee up to die by a lead-
ing doctor. Oct one of Dr. Mum
books and found that Dr Mbar Net-
vin• St my case. Prom the vary nest
dose I took I got better. I am better
new than I have wren for yearn, •nd
dit all my own work at the farm. I
That what Dr Mlles Nerrine has
Sone for me. and I am glad to recom-
"
At
The Kentock
day
00,
1 47,
The Lyman Twins
end a Lome company in the ppeateat
comedy succem
THE YANKEE
DRUMMERS
Allittstty Girta, Sweet Muale
elegant f'oatumes.
A grand fnepilly of Fun. Musk and
Dazzlim Effects.
Franco's Privacy Unbroken.
Bordeaux, France, Feb. 10.—Sun-
day passed with Senor Franco. former
premier of Portugal, stilt in Bordeaux
and still ea seclusion.' His privacy
hag retrained -unbroken, and since his
arrival Friday he has not emerged
from the hotel where he is staying,
not even, it is stated, from ,his room.
Cheekmate.
The Young Man (cletlan,'oe-tl pro.
posed to your daughter this rimming.
Mr, and she said she couldn't hear my
suit.
The Stern Parent -Is it possible?
You surprise wet--Sketch.
POLITICS
WILL BE MI)C11 lit"E'VIDEINCE
DURING THIS WREK.
!Ample's; Birthday and Ohio State
Primary Focus Attention on
Presidettcy.
Washington, D. C.. Feb. 14.—Dis-
cussion of the Aldrich currenty bill,
which Senator Aldrich., is_to call up
for consideration, will probably keep
geblic attention focused on the sen-
ate daring the week.
Tuesday will see the first skirmish
ot consequence in the presidential
battle of lirba. On that day popular
primaries in practically- all the SF
counties of Ohio will be heldfor the
Instruction of its delegates-at-large
on -the presidential- question. Tale
result is expected to show decisively
the relative strength of the Taft ant
Vorpker emcee
An event of particular Interest
throughout the south will be a south-
ern immigration conference, which is
to meet Wednesday, at Tampa, Fla.
The eonference will he attended by
delegates representing all the south-
ern states, and will be addressed by
the German and Spanish ambassa-
dors, the gesernors of Florida and
Georgia and Other men of wide prom-
inence.
The Most conspicuous event of the
*reek in the social world will proba-
bly be the wedding of Miss Theodora
Shunts, daughter of Sir. and Mrs
Theodore Shunts, and the Due de
elmulines, which will take plaice Sat-
urday afternoon at the home of the
bride's parents, In New York city.
In the political ffeld there will be
much activity. The celebration of
Lincoln's birthday anniversary Wed-
nesday will afford opportunity for all
of the presidential possibilities and
numerous other party leaders to air
their views over the banquet board
It will be an especially busy week for
Secretary Taft He will se to Michi-
gan early in the week to address the
Lincoln club banquet et Grand Rapids,
and will also be heard at Lansing.
Detroit and ptissibly 0444t tWp.ther
rest for we at night and I felt very
muter discouraged. Tire secretions
were 'highly colored, scalding slid
bilrnIng, but not until I began using
Doatee Kiduey Pills which 1 procured
at DuBois & ou.'s drug store did l -get
relief. I noticed their good effect in
one day, and in a short time the kid-
ney difficulties were cot rected and the
terrible pains across my back had
passed away. Although I had suffer-
ed In this way for many years [Mare-
Kidney Pills gave me this quick and
permanent relief. I can say at this
time, Feb. IS, 1507. that I am better
than at any time ta twenty years This
semedy is one of the few that do all
that is claimed for these"
For sale by all dealers. Price 5e
cents. Foeter-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New Yor16,welmagents for the United
States. '
Remember the insite=-Doan•--
and take no other.
points. At the end of the week he
wei make another trip, this time to
Connecticut, to speak at the dinnei
Of the Yale alumni, at .Hartford.
William J. Bryan will wind up kis
ew Yorkeitate tour at Buffalo Wed-
nesday, when he' wilt be the gumt of
the Brie county Democratic commit-
tee.
The Lincoln banquet of &be Mars
quette club of Chieago. Wednesday
night. will have as'opeakers Senators
Beveridge, of -Indiana, and Pike, of
Washington.
Senator Knox will be hailed as the
next president at the ammo: Lincoln
day banquet of the Pittsburg cham-
ber of commerce, at which he will be
the guebt•of honor.
The ,Republicans will not nave a
monopoly of the Lincoln birthday
eeleliratioas. The 3iew York county
committee of the Independence league
will give a Lincoln dingier. at whieh
the speakers will include John Tem-
ple Graves, Charles A. Walsh, of
Iowa, Thomas L. Hlsgen, of Massa-
ehusetts, and several otter men prom-
inent _ _
Probably the most iMportitfit event
of the week for Democrats, however,
will bit the Wisconsin state conven-
alon, in Miláau ee. et which del.-
gatraa-at. be chosen to the
Denver convention. It be expectel
that this will, be the Snit delegation
instrueted for Bryan.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE
Take LAXATIVS 'HOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It fails to cure. -1111e- W. GROVIP11
signatare is on each box. 25c.
opieion of Two amatory.
A bustling reporter was at the cap-
itol this afternoon busily getting in-
terviews with senators and repre-
sentetives on the subject of President
Roosevelt's message. He tack led
Senator William Alden Smith, of Mich
gen. Mr Smith wanted to know if
he wrote shorthand, so he could get
the quotations exact. The reporter
was obliged to confabs, reluctantly,
that he was not a stenographer, and
the senatot sat down to dictate slow-
ly statement to be written out in long
hand.
"It Is a rem-arkable message," he
said, "as all 'messages are which em-
anate from the present occupant of the
white house."
There the eeuator paused and pon-
dered.
"Let's see." he went on "what
have You got?"
The reporter repeated what he had
written.
"Strike out all after message," di
reeled the senator, and the importer
obeyed. ,
Just then Senator Dolliver, of Iowa
came along.
.!'Here. Senator," said the reporter.
"I'd like to have your pinion of the
message. Senator Smith has given
me an interview."
"Has he?" asked Dolliver. "what
did he say?"
Main the reporter read the portent
ous statement of the Michigan man.
"Well," said Dolliver, "stethe out
"remarkable, and let tIte rest of it go
for me."—Washington Dispatch to
the New York Times.
oat
"Swell wedding. wasn't It. Who
ga,, the bride away?"
"She wasn't given away.' The pa-
pers had all been made out for a rect.
lam ssie.'•—Pbiladelphla 'Public Led-
ger.
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Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special "mailingrate of t2.50, payable _in ,ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fprds you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nkely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 3-51k
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
Franco May be Recalled to Portugal.
London, Feb. 10.—England has
never liked former Premier Franco. of
Portugal, but most. of Burope speaks
kindly of him. King Manuel like*
him, too, and. many statesmen think
it will not be long before he returns
to Llitbon from exile and rises` to
power again .
Meanwhile, the continentril press
thinks he is simply being saerifieed tO
the exigencies of the situation Munel
is young, it is argued, and it is but
natural he should be easily influenced.
His mother. Queen Amelia-. thinks
France's lealicY oast the thief at her
husband and her son. So she hates
tint,
.English inAueace had still more to
do with his downfall. Britain Ii
''close" to Portugal politically. it has
a revisioaary intereet. too, in the Port-
uguese colonies, and heavy inverse
ments In the country. Its statesmen
considered Franco dangerously indif-
ferent to public opinion and feared
he would precipitate a revolution.
Opposed by Edward..
&IsgEld'ward told Curios repeated-
ly he ought to get a hey premier, and
once or twice had shim nearly con-
vinced. But Franco Invariably talked
himself tack Into favor. Manuel ask-
ed him to. continue at the helm. This
time. however, King Ilethard, Quees
Annelle and the Portuguese "govern-
ing dames" whom the premier had
crowded out of office, "got in their
work."
Manuel unwillingly changed his
mind and asked the dictator to resign
It was plain the toes of power meant
litta of ability to protect himself, and
France bad nothing to do but qua
the country as quickly as possible
Paris Berlin Vienna and Rome
don't think much of the new cabinet
The ministers are reactionaries. They
belong to the element which ruled be
fore Franco became premier, and the
general opinion is that it will restore
the old regime.
That means they will "bleed" Port-
ugal to death. There won't even be
enough revenues left to support Man-
uel in comfort--unless be is a very
economical monarch—after his office-
hoiders have take! all they want.
Will RONA Franco.
Political prophet* think Manuel will
soon row tired of this, will rememe
her what Franco did for lea father in
All the patent tne4licines and
toilet articles advert,mcd rt thle
pEper are on sale at,
McPherson's Drug Store
Fourth and Broadway.
BAND DATERS
Are of treat
Cooseqo e ace
By the turn of a hand you
have the correct date to 1912,
The cost is small and the
time saved ii AO 0Omparinos.
Tat Diamond Stamp Works
115 B. Third tt, Pfau M.
a.fleancal way, add will bring him
back.
Not many politicians outside of
Portugal doubt the fallen premier
tried sincerely to reform the Country's
government. It was by lopping off
sisecures which had so long impover-
ished the people that he aroused such
Iesentmost in official circles as prat--
fleetly to compel the dictatorship. The
dictatorship, in tarn: aroused the re-
publican's and preeipitated the disor-
ders and conspiracies whist cultnin-
ated in the assasstnation of The king
and his son.
Franco urea did his best to guard'
against this. but Carlos,-foolhardy
courage- set his efforts at naught and
made the murderers' work easy
While engaged In his work of re-
form the, premier had to have seme
kind of supeurt, and to obtain this, he
turned over to the king and divided
among the troops a small fra'c'tion Of
THE "TENANT WONT" IS
THE ••ONSI BIG WORRY"
WITH PROPERTY OWNSEN1
UNTIL THEY BECOME
ADVERTISIORS.
the funds he had wrested from offi-
cial power.
Between the political confusion his
policies caused, and the worldwide
finaacee stringency of the past few
months, there Is no doubt Portuga:
was temporarily hard pressed. Cott
thiental statesmen. financiers and
journalistheare almost a unit in Melee
lug he would ultimately have br.ougid
order out 41' theoe.and put hire/tun.
try on a footing of•ProsPertir it bag
hot enjoyed in reiterations
The former premier. himself once 3
newepaper Man, was hated te mit owe
fraternity In Portugal more bitterly,
possibly, than by any other class.
Why la Snipe Sweet?
If sugar did not dissolve in the mouth
you could not taste the sweet.
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILI" TON
IC is as strong as the strongest bit.
ter tonic, but you do not` taste the
bitter because the ingredients do not
dissolve in the mouth, but do dissolve
gelidity in the acids of the stomach.
s just aa good for Grown People as"
or Children. The First and Original
Tasteless Chili Tonic, The Standard
for 30 Years. 60e.
ANOTHER WHAT?
The love he craved had been denied.
"I was a fool to hope." he cried.
And at a sob to smother,
"It isn't that." the maid replied.
-**Il simply lilitliKnother7
Until about 1it60 writing was taught
In the iscbools of Ste United State*
from copies that were written by the
teseher, who also made from goose
quill, the pens which the pupils used
A pen knife with a keen blade was an
ementiel part of the teacher's equip-
ment
The Old Reliable
The StoBeroard Coal Co.
Still tower
Prices on Coal
St. Bernard is the Best Coat
in the City.
Nut is now . .
Lump is now .
▪ . 1k
▪ . 14c
Anthracite and Coke
Prompt Delivery, Weights
Guaranteed.
J. T. BISHOP, Manager
Both Phenes 75. 123 N. First St.
1
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IPERILOUS TRIP -
Every Paws In Paducah to Resew ,
What Vinci is anti Row It is
Made.
For souse time we have recoils-
m.nded Vinol to the people of Paau•
cah as the best *hod liver preparation
. and tonic reconstructor we have ever
sold
To prove the reliability and gen-
it I neness of this successful re m ed
and that it Is a: no sense A ;talest
medicine, the people of Paducah sal "Mhz' ligairilier ASIA". to fir Freed
dud on every package...of Vino! not From Eddyville to See liying
only a statement of the Ingredients Maher.
Vinol coatains, but an illtotratiou in
• arolors showing just how Vino'. le
TO FRFili COHVICT
Joe Scale.' Stift Cued le km
noes in Ohio River;
•
made from fresh cods' livers and pee-
tonate of Iron, 'which is a needful con-
stituent for the blood.
This proVes in a very convincing
manner to the people of Padocah the
origin front whkit Vino1 derives its
wonder_fe/ curative power, and that
it Is a seat cod liver preparation made
by a sdentidc process which elimi-
nates the useless oil and retains all
the active dedicinal principles.
As a body builder and strength
creator ;or old people, delkrate chHs
dren. Weak, run-down,persone, after
sckness, and for chronic coughs.
colds, bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles. Vino' is unexeleelled.,
Try or+ our- offer-to return your
money if it fails. W. McPherson,
Paducah. Ky.
TOOK MORPHINE
Midis JENNI iS .aTTENIPTED
TO East: HIS P.tIN.
•iee. Hendrkic Diecinered Truth and
Prompt Aid Saved Him Front
- the Grave.
Muttering almost beyond human en-
duranee e ith rheumatism and allilict-A
sat anti naralyais, Willis Jennings, as
tu,nrat ate! Industrious boy of Me-
chanicsburg. attempted to ease his
pain Saturday night by takina mor-
phine. and only the prompt...work of
phyelcians saved him from death.
The young wan formerly worked as
a logger on Mie Tenneasee river, .but
te•eral months ago was Seised with
iheumatism and- later with a peralltJc
strt.kr. Saturda) nights he secured a
bottle of morphine and had gulped 
prison and Is now irth his mother.
down the" contents before his act wa. ALL TEM WsiaLD
di.aorered by Mrs. Hendricks, his go a oars. and Ballard's li"w TAW"
adopted a:other, who hurriedly sum- w•at Pla" a la°at Premdaule
PSJI. It
maned physicianp.
AGM/ \EOM'S NARROW ilit'APE.
•
•
How is Tow Digesties?•
Mrs. Mary Dowliag, of No. 121 111*
ken, San Francine°, reeotinheada
remedy for stoma& trailer*. She
- says: "Granby.* for the eroadlerfal
effect of lilleetrte Bitters in a caw of
acute Indigentioe, prompts this testi
monist. I am fully convinced tbatrfor
slows* and neer troubles Sleetric
Bitters is the beet remedy on the
market today." This great teak and
alterative medicine Invigorates the
eystem, purifies the blend and In es-
PerlaNY helpful in all forms of female
weakness. liec at all druggists.
Irvieetalne *levee* tog.
Latadon, Feh 10.- -It Is a matter of
common knowtedge that English arm)
officials find it extremely difficult to
keep the several divisions of the amine
up to anything like their full quotas
It is only through strenuous and con
ticuous endeavor that sufficienfl enlist-
ments are obtained to satiety even the
most moderate requirements of the
war office.
Thu being true, it is easy to be-
lieve that there is great rejoicing at
the war office over the swoon in re-
cruiting which has bee* achieved by
Airs. Louis Patte.rsow Moved solely
b) tan riotisrn Mts. ',edema recently
started out to see whet she amid 4
to build up the British army. She ha-
tecomplished so much that the army
officials are seriously considering the
advisability of Inviting other prepos
sovsing Watien ber take oeMbehisions a•
ma-rutting officers.
It Is said of Mrs. Patterson that eh-
is almost Irretistible, and that few of
the young intat who lift within the
Sussex territory, within Which she
(meriting, have beat able to stand
against het, Report has It that Mrs
'Patterson is regarded by many of the
Sussex mothers as a very objections
ble person, the ground of this judg-
ment beteg an apprehension that. she
will get about all the able-bodied and
Intelligent poung mep in the coutgr•
Into the army, and 'my. taw -behind
to Worry the young women of the
country and care for the farnis__She
certainly ha enlisted snores of men
who disdained to listen to the argu -
ments of ordinary recruiting officers.
"I simply ignite at,theni all and WS
them hew nice It Is to be in the army,"
said Mre. Patterrod, explaining her
great gamest. "Then I take them to
the Tralialcar Square Station in Lon-
don, and turn them Over to thetectult-
ins officers, and when I leave Wan
they are no Wearied that they can't get
awe)'."
Patterson'i services Me so
highly appreciated by the army offi-
cials teat they have urged her to ac-
cept renangeration, but she no far has
decline/ in semi* MY 'metier Trout the
war office.
Mae Against Came.
Versatile,. Ky., Pith. 10.-42enator
lath Clint°, of Mercer comity. ad-
4gnithe tobacco Miter. 
Of the
pll,t Ai thlullItiirr tv at 
iMett, irtihr then.' n cut ,.ait the i9ox
crop 1.4 totSac.o.
Joe Scales,ean aged cegro, of Smith
rand. suffered untold hardships and
perils Saturday night ia ac efort
reach Paducah with the papers that
released John filldineer, a convict in
the penitentiary at Kddavilla, this
morning.
The account tt H idaiger's parole
was told exclusively in Saito:slat'. Sun
The papers were sent t. Smithiand
for the necessary signatures of the
county officlels. and on act:Quilt of the
ice floes in the Ohio rive- priscating
boat* front rueuitiff, at -began-to look
as though all the hurry t3 ge4 the
man out of the prison In time to see
his mother, who i• d•.ing Li an lode
ana town, had been n ram, until
Scales proposed to a party of iLl•fin-
gera friends to bring the papers to
lion. C. C. Grassham. Hildtpger'i at-
torney at Paducah, coming down in a
skiff for $Z..
The money was readily toade up
and Scales began his perilous ride.
After the skiff had floated safely
through the ice for seyeral miles,
Scales Was horrified to discover tIvat
the ice was forming around.his frail
craft and that he was wedged secure.
Is in an iceberg and was being carried
swiftly down stream. Onee the high
waves caused the to crush a bele
in the bottom of his boat, but Scales
caulked the hole with handkerchiefs
and part of his c?othIng. Finally re-
lief came to the ecroriscni man when
he reached the mouth of the Tennes-
see river above Paducah. The warm
water of the Tennessee causing the ice
&found the boat to separate. and be
Cain, solely on to Paducah, delivering
the' pa trs to Mr. Grassham. who in
turn hnt them on to Eddyviale and
word comes from that place that the
overjOyed man was released -from
has no superior for ithinkosationt, .tlU
Mate, cuts. upraise. and ell paths. Buy
Ii. try it and you will always ass it
Anybody who has used Itallard's Snow
Liniment in a proof of Whet It does.ra a Mal beetle. Sic. Gee and $1.0e.
'tart cttigi0.4.411.16.4 "I" SP!"
tion ea Wow lide.—.1104#
The r •ment of the New York
clear*, , Jame banks for the past
ie)-4.• as that the banks hold $21.-
32i .01 more than the requirements
of I a per cent reserve rule. 'Phis
is decrease of $10,694,544) lathe
ortionate cash reserve as com-
p ed with the previous week.
, Former United States District At
itteges John H. Haft. Indicted for
conspiracy with the Butte Creek
Land, Live_,Stock and Lumber cots:-
play to maintain an alleged Illegal
fence which inclosed 20,000 acres of
public land, was found guilt* at
Portland, Oft.
The jury In the case of Charles J.
Brouton, charged with shooting at
Col. W. R. ,MIlward, in Lexington,
were unable to agree and were dis-
charged. The first vote was 10 to 2
for acquittal and the last vote was 10
to 2 for a $50 fine.
The supporters ..4 formerGov. W.
0. Bradley are claiming that he will
certainly be elected, United States
senator.
. C. W. Morse, the New'York banker
and promoter, who arrived in Liver-
pool yesterday on the steamer, Cam-
pania, decided to return at once to
-New York and left -there In the if
on the steamer Etruria.
The Democratic congressional com-
mittee wW meet In .Washington to-
night to elect a chairman who will
have charge of the eampaign In the
•
coagramionai districts. There are sev-
eral glad:Mates,
The Russian official collection of
beatings brought to this country for
the St. J.ouls world's fair has been
*eased by, the customs authorities of
New York and an order-of sale Issued.
The general manager of the Saw-
yer'Publishing company, of Portland,
Me., has been indicted with a post-
oaten clerk on the charge of conspir-
ing to defraud the government of
postage.
-The Republic Iron and Steel com-
pany announced a 7 per cent reduc-
tion In the sages of the blast furnace
workers in the Mahpning and She•
Dieing° valleys.
Tle eesretary of the Interior has
teniporagily wi.hdrawn 30,906 acres
of the unappropriated lands 4o loaCO
county, Mich.. for the proposed na-
Ronal forest in that state.
The 1,touieville and Nashville Rail-
road company will improve its line
between Louisville and Bowling Green
by straightening tracks and reducing
grades. ..
A full-grown deer wandered into
the streets of Providence, R. I., and
caused considerable commotion be-
fore it was captured.
• Mew.-Claytow, *mother of Congress-
man IL D. Clayton, of Alabama, is
dead at .her home In Eufaula.
. Reeetters have been appointed for
the paint manufacturing firm oi
Heath & Milligan, Chicago.
H. S. DONSHI
Makes Several Speeches on Probibi.
time he Padusah.
At the court house yesterday after-
noon II. S. Bonsib, known as the
"Flying Dutchman." spoke to a large
audience in favor of prohibition. MT
Bonsib predict. in twelve years the
whole ,Cnited States will be dry. He
Is net In eloquent speaker and deals
on!, with statistics concerning the
success of prohibition.
Mr. Bonsib has been in the field,
for 21S years, and has covered most'
of the country. Re has a humor that
enlivens his addresses, and the large
audience yesterday afternoon listened
tiatletitlY for oinr an hour. Mr. Don-
Alb spoke Saturday afternoon in the
interest of priihibition. Last dighi he
spoke at the North Twelfth Street
Baptist church on "Manhood," and he
d'rcw a large audience.
"(edit," Not "Margin."
Henry Clews, the banker, posted
this notice In his Broad street office
yesterday:
"As President Roosevelt reflects un
favorably on transactions made on
margin in his last message, I wont It
distinctly understood that Ilea mord
margin will not be used bereiefter in
connertiOn with my business--the
word credit will be.subetituted in its
place. Hereafter customers must
make orders read: 'Buy 100 shares
so and So etoek at 1.00 on credit,. they
to give le per cent. satisfactory secu-
tity on the credit account as usual."
Nes Clews said he defied President
Roofil,:eclo prevent him from sell-
ing o it.—New York Times,
Run Down.
see
liarduppe complain," thin his friends
are always raining him down;
"Oh. Ilarduppe can't even &edge a
rreditor."—Ptelladelphia Prem.
Tommy Figge—Sister's beau kicked
IRV dog Yesterday, but I got wet
with hint. you bet.
3olmay arisaps--42ow?
Tommy irtgg—I mixed quhelne
with her face powder.
ARMY PLANE
FOR MILITIA OF KENTUCKY
PURPOSE OP CAPT. HUGHES.
Adjutant General Johnston May Not
Return to Kentucky at All—
News to Governor.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 10.—Adlta
Gen. P. P. Johnston, who was ap-
pointed by Governor Willson as ad-
jutant general for the time being until
he could select some man from the
state guard to Se-rve permanently. may
not retqrn to Kentucky afteeklii vaaa-
tioa in tbel south and it may be neces
sary for Governor, Willson to name
his permanent adjutant general. by
April 1. General Johnston is ea-
oected back by April 1. At least the
governor thought he would be back
at that time but General Johnston
told Captain Hughes, the retlred_army
officer now acting as adjutant general
that he probably „would not come
back to Frankfort at all.
Captain - Hughes said that General
Johnston would stay in the emit).
until Aril 1 but. before he left, he
said to Captain Hughes-that be might
not return to Kentucky and 'Probably
would not again serve as adjutant
general. This announcement was
news at the governor's office. where
MoKensie Todd said that he and the
goverder had heard nothing of Gen-
eral Johnston's Intentions not to re-
suave his position as adjutant general.
Captain Hughes has been detailed
by the war department to serve in
Kentucky for four years and it will
be Ills duty to put the state guard of
Kentucky in first-class condition.
Under an old law the war department
is authorised to assign to each state a
retired army officer whose duty shall
be to supervise the work of the guard
and put it in condltion-gn the foot-
ing of the regular army. Kentucky
bad never had such an officer as,.
signed here and. Governor Willson
applied for an officer soon after he,
went into office.
When askhcl if he would continue
as adjittant general in the event Gen-
eral Johnston does not resume his
duties, Captain Hughes saki he hoped
not. He said he would work, M Ken-
tucky' for four years trabOtts work
would be (Outside of theitrjutant
general's office.
Os Planwot .the Army.
Captain Hughes said that the State
Guard of Kentucky would have to be
put on a plane with the regular army
and that it would be his work to do
this. He said he understood that the
nerd was ,not in: the beet condition
it wauld p lila lira wotk to get
It into condition and their to put it ot.
the same footing as the regular army
Give Us a Share o
Your
-1NSURANCE-r
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 3.58. Phone 76.5,
1 All Kinds of Insurance
service. Re believes that his work
will require time. but believes that it
can be done and that Kentucky can
have one of the best guards in the
country.
With regard to the policy of the
department while he is in charge, on
the subject of the night riders, Cap-
tain Hughes said he would- make no
changes and would not do any investi-
gating himself. He said the investi-
gation of the raids is in the hands of
the 'fire marshal, and he has nothing
to do with it , until' he is asked for
troops. ite received-I- telegram noti-
fying him him that the Middlesboro
company has reached Hbpkinevtlla
and is In charge there.
effistain Rubes had twenty-two
years' experience in the regular army
and saw service all over the country.
He is a fine soldier and knows his
work well. 11e is especially interestee,.
in rifle shooting and once drilled 1e-
000 men in target wwle in etalifohila
at the Presidio. He is tietalleted
the work, of the State (Marl aniii.z
wants to introduce ramie', T
methods into the service In
lucky.
A Philleempbtios Wee%
programs droned Into the
store. "Olneme a new .c.suedle for
lantern," he said. "And (barge
he said in the parobefiecel wow',
"Now, see here
' 
piDi," protest  th
PrOlirletor. "that blamed aLold lte-k'
of your'n ts on my books yet. Say,.
when yeh find per honest man hope
he'll convert Yeh."—Phliadelpha
Ledger.
"So you've dreg:Did off the water-
wagon "
said the politician,
"I was afraid if I stayed there Or
logger 'I'd los% my piam In the band-
wagon."—Washingtan Herald.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50,000 Pest of Was*
Choice Cut Roses, per 007,en 00
Carnations, per dozen ...... .
Cyclamens and Primroses in bloom, pot plant°.
Funeral work an decorations a special*. We have the largest line
of Pot Plants in the city. Write for OW I-sis eztatfogue Free de-
livery in any part of the city.
The Best Carriage
Service is Padua
You get handsome, moll
appointed car Hellish
when I serve y.,u We
give. promt personal 110.-
trentIon at all times.
tiAJr2 RY ANDERSON, ?HONE 915
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Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your-Needs
This time of the year usually calls for a new stock of stationery
in every business house. Look over your supply- and let us
make you estimates on everything you need.
Up-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, distinctive, different work,
promptness, reliability, are some of our traits.
•
We can make you an estimate on any siLe job. Phone 358 red
and a representative will call.
THE SUN JOB OFFICE
We make a specialty of the finest engraved, embossed and lithographed work.
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THE PADU-dAH EVENLNG SUN
sioND . ith
• Irbe tabucab Sun.li asfat igsil °careen; 
an hour before the
was planned to take place."
The same old story. The -Latin
aiPF11111/KION AND wunicur. idea, of a revolution Is a carefully
TRIS KIN PUBLIOHING COMPANY.eleborated plot, beginning witb the.,
111100111PORATED. murder of uomebods they don't Oike
Pereonal hate and blood revenge,
P. IL FISHER, Preatdeat.
PAXTON. General llanager.
SIN$IIred at the postolnee at Pedusale
MT. as second class matter..
gtinscairTioit RATE*.
Tux DAILY NM
carrier, per week'  ole
mail, per year, in advance ISM
mall, per month. In advance.. .11
e 
WNJAKLY ION.
/NM year, by man, postage paid -Mee
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky...
Mee. its South Third. Phone S&L
P • & Young, Chicago and Meweril representatives.
THAI /UN can be found at the follow-
laka
gitaces
D. Clements & CO.
Culin Bros.
!sheer House.
--
_MONDAY,. FEBRUARY 10.
aliDOULATION STATEMENT,
Jamme17--1906.
 3891 17 3765
2 8888, 18 3768
3.891 20 3778
4 3894 21 3781
6 3899 22 3778
7 3900 23 38215
3790 24 3870
• 3796 25 3874
10I 3805 27 3864
Iii 3808 28 3871
13 3796 29 3873
14 3788 80 3813
15..-.......3796 31.. 3822
16 3766
Total 103,390
Average for January, 1908....3829
Personally appeared before me, this
February 3d, 1908, R.. D.
business manager of The Bun, who
arms that the above statement of
• the circulation of The Sun for the
month of January, 1908, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10th, 1912.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
Daily Thought.
"Rear, not thy yesterday with to-
morrow."
If the enforcement of the law
- against the night riders was as in-
evitable as the execution of the night
- rider.' threats seem to be. there would
be an end of night riding.
CANDIDATES AND leSUDEL
Coupled with the corroboration ot
Anbe sun's deduction that all the re-
eleetionary strength will be pooled
ggainft Taft, especially in the south,
is gratifying to observe that the
xington beeder joins the Taft
lames and is. letting side by side
emitili The Sun for the administration.
eellealrhanks has fr,ends in Kentucky
and personally is a charming man,
and if it was a tight between Taft and
' themes for the presidency. there
glit_be a chance for a contest; but
nee the issues have so shaped them-
:lives, that the contest now on for
presidential nomination. involve*
the integrity of the itepnhlican party
-Itself, there can he no hesitancy on
the part of loyal Republicans in
- choosing between them.
There can be only one possible
Issue in the approaching campaign,
send that hi the record of the Republi-
can party.. It will be on trial before
• ne people and not even the ramblings
of William Jennings Bryan can
...change that fact.. The record 9f the
/iepirblican party for the last eight
years has been the record-of the
Jt nose vett adminietration. Jt would
tie absurd. If It would not be fatal, for
the Republican party to indorse the
ieteadMinistration of President Roosevelt
--• land then nominate for his successor,
a man known to repremot :nterests
that have fought and denounced the
• president for the conduct of his ad-
ministration and the policies be has
e • -poused. No man, who does not
measure up to the Roosevelt standard,
or who is suspected of reactionary
re ndencies can be elected president.
There isn't a free newspaper ire the
I tilted States or an observant elm*
oho does not know this; but the in-
eererts that are fighting Roosevelt are
Repuheran—are not Democratic.
eeThey are out to defeat anybody, who
: dares to interfere with or resist their
methods.
As evidence of this, the Mountain
-Advocate of Barbourville and other
rs that are supporting Fairbanks.
• openly attacking the adthinistra-
' more viciouea that Is the Demo-
preve That lend of tactics
ran aot win Kentucky Dernoerats
, just had such an experience. when
e the speeches used In their state pr-
niary• were turned ageigat the notni-
., tees by the Republicans. It won't
a. Of one can't support the adminis-
ion, he had better Join the Demo-
irate, for the administration's record
will be the issue, and those, who can
ladoree it. can't stipport it.
It EVOLI'T IONS Affe'D REVENGE.
-101 Parts dispatch frays: "All Pottu-
republiesne here and those
. Ong from Lisbon doter their party
ant (onnection or knowledge of
aseaseinations They admit the
fox a revolution which was timed
January Tit Kvery arrangement
lied been made and every part as-
signee it failed because Prance ar-
rested tic man a ho as to give the
.
s
rather than martyrdom for a prin.
Ciple, characterises Oleos abortive rev-
olutions. Wheel a whole., people feel
dee nd. thisre stirs Rhin themp1)'. a
an impulse to seek freedom and lus-
tiest, they move with the reaistleme
patient. inexorable motion of the tide.
Premonitory swells may be harmless
and futile, the white spray may be
dashed aside, but the great volume
rises and rises until its purpose Is
performed. Bo, a revolution is ac-
complished, not by murder and
rapine, but by an irresistible, divine-
ly directed movement. Instead of
those, who stand In the way of it
being slain, more likely the leading
spirits of the revolution, the topping
spray of the swells that ride the tide.
will be destroyed. Great causes do
not always rewire martyrs, but they
require the mertyes epirit.
-It is unlikely that the illiterate,
ignorant masses of Portugal know
what freedom under the law is. The
revolution was a revolution of Repub-
lican leaders, men who would be
leaders of a monarchial party, if they
did  got leak certain elements of con-
servatism and strength, the lack of
which unOtted them for rule. They
were discarded by the law of natural
selection, and being possessed of
qualities of leadership, they form the
opposition to government. That is
all.
nra..marl:aaara
THE BECKHAM THREAT.
The Owensboro Enquirer •and the
Kentucky State Journal. Beckham
organs, declare editorially, that if
Beckham can not be elected United
States senator, they favor the election
of W. 0. Bradley In preference to
anyone. the bolters can produce, as
Bradley. is a straight-out party man,
while  the nominee of the bolters
ierould b-e' no more regular than the
source trot which he would epring.
Meintwhile, we observe that Col.
Henry Watterson finds the winter
climate of Naples-On-The-Gulf much
more salubrious than that of Wash-
ington. Howbeit, tee has no word of
disparagement to say against southera
The Spoilers.
Sy REX E. IMAC.11.
Copyright. 1901. by Visa 11 Deaoh.
(Canalised tre. fiesne.)
(HAMER XV.
N the morning after the episode
lu the Northern. Gleuister
awoke inedmea Weight of dis-
couragement awl deselatIon.
The past Melee four home with th••ir
manifold experiences seemed distant
and unreal. At breakfast lie was
ashamed to tell Dextry of the gam-
bling debauch. for he hail dealt Meech-
emnsly with the old man In risking
half of the mine, even though they
had checked the senseless, unreasoning
lust for play that poseessed him later.
This lapses wee the last stand of bis
old, untamed to eacts. The embers of
revolt in him were dead. He felt that
he would never again lose nientery of
himself, that his Pata.410118 would never
beet him hereafter.
Dextry spoke. "We had a meeting
of the :Stranglers' last night."' lie al-
ways spoke of the vigilantes In that
way. because of his eurly western
traitiilg.
•111,•tt al- is dotter' 
"They decided to act quick and do
any odd jobs of lyuchine olefin jump-
in' or such as IWO& (lotte. T'herees a
lot of law sharps and storekeepers in
Iii" letincli who figure eleNaniara's
epsumelfteripe-them off 11w map nexte
-It was bound to come to this."
"They talked of ejectin' the revel,-
ers men and puttIn' all us fellers back
on our
-flood! How many can we count on
to help use'
"Aleut sixty. We've kept 'the num-
ber down and only taken wen with so
meet' property that they'll have to
keep their Mouths shut."
"I• wish We might engineer some kind
of an encauuter with the court crowd
Ind create such au uproar that It
would reach Illeashimirtme „Sverytitiu
elee has failed. and our last -charest
seems to he for the government to step
in-that is. unless Bill Wheaton can do
something with the California courts."
"I don't count on him. McNamara
don't care for Califorula courts no
mortenlm would for a boy with a pea
shooter--he's got too much pull at
Spain, where he -formerly, spent the headquarters. If the 'Stranglers' don't
winterm-frithough-he-merne toeprefere-0°11°-"°11-3".4 better g° In an' ele84
the United States Just at this partici'. 
out the bunch like we was 'Olen'
snake's. If that fails I'm mete out tolar season to Europe.
-- the States au' be a doctor."
Whether there is any relation be
tween it and Colonel Watterson's re-
cently published communications
about personal matters: here is what
the Slate Journal says:
"If Beckham is to be defeated Jet
Bradley be the Man to do It. Nobody
wants anybody elected to the United
States senate from Kentucky Who is
the cruatlidate of the Cottraerelonenal
whisky ring, says the Owensboro In-
quirer, and every true Democrat says
'Amen.' Give us straight goods and
no rectified article. These gentlemen
represent their parties fully and both
are unconeproMiling party men. The
State Journal will never give Beck-
ham out but if he has to go down
and out it indnitely prefers Governer
Bradley to a so-called Democrat who
would be the benegclary of the in-
famous belt."
Governor Hughes, of New York. much
to his regret, was unable to attend the
banquet at Albany-, to which he was
Invited to. speak with Cbancellor Day. 
of Syracuse University.
SLIGHTLY HUNIOROUS.
"It's no disgrace to be poor."
"I can remember a time whei it
was no disgrace to -be rieh."—Waeb-
ington Herald.
Reporter—"Senator, I have heard
that you got your start in life by sell-
ing newspapers."
Senator Lostmun—"Not quite cor-
rect, me boy. The fact is—but this
is conlidenital, you know—that I -got
my start by buying obe or two news-
,papers."--Chtrago Tribune.
"Yes, father is a bookworm," mid
the freckled lad.
"That so?" laughed the book agent.
"Well, er—does the worm ever turn'!". 
"Oh, yes. Sometimes ma gets her
dander ep and throws his books out
of the window and makes him turn
they churn."---Chicago News.
Past Thinking Tint&
"Weft." remarked Sir. staylate at
last, "1 must be thinking of going.
What time Is it?"
-Oh." replied Mine l'ntktice Gonne,
"it's long pest that time!"__
The Wet's' Imetrameitt.
Asowit---That fellow Packer is a
fellow townsman of yours, isn't he!
latteside--Oure! He's a Cbleagoin.
Aseum—He has very (posse tatile
manners; I've seen him eating lilt' with
a 'spoon.
meioemew--yes; woods; What the
chump thinks halves WIPTe mode for.
"A tioctor: What for?"
"I read somewhere that in the United
States every year there is 40,000,000
gallons of whisky used for medical
purposes."
Glellinten • laughed. "Speaking of
whisky. Pet. 1 notice that you've been
drinking ptotty hard of late-that is,.
bard for you."
Tbe old man shook iniebeadt, "You're
mistaken. I* ain't hard for me."•
Well, bard or easy, you'd better cut
It out."
It was some time later that one of
the detectives empleyed by the Swedes
met Gleulater on Front street and be
an almost imperceptible sign signified
his 'desire to speak with him. When
they were alone be said:
"You've been shadowed."
erre known that for a long time."
"Thu detsiet attorney has put on
mane new mem I've fined the woman
who rooms next to Mize and through
her I've got a line on some of them.
but I haveltet spotted them all. They're
bad ones, 'up river men inaptly, rem-
nants of Soapy Smith's Skagu-ay gang.
'They won't stop at anything."
"Thank yOn. I'll keep my eyes
A few nights after Olealster held reit-
11011 to reran the words of the sleuth
and to realize that the game was grow.
lug close and desperate. To reach his
,cabin, which sat on the outskirts of the
town, he ordinarily followed one of
the' plank 7.11104 which wound throig'i
•
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Rai•ncoat
sir
I There is hardly a week that
i you don't need a Raincoat.It is the most 'useful article of
1
wear you can have.
We are including cniActi of
any of ours in our great clear-
1
once asi1C and this is ths final
week.
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the confusion of tents. warehouses and
cottager lyseg back of the two mewl-
pal streets along the water frolic This
part of the city was not iatd out In
reetangehir blocks, for in Ito' early
rush the first comers bed seized what-
ever Memo of_ground they (ousel va-
cant and erected there some Lind ult
buildiugs to make good their, titles,
There resulted a formless jusulde, of
Nuts, cueing and sheds, penetrated by
no' crofts streets und quite unlighted.
At night one leaving the illunaneted
portion of the town found this dark-
ness Intensified.
Olenister knew his course so well
that he could have walked it blindfold-
ed. Nearing a corner of the wit rehouse
this evening tie remenitorest that the
planking at this point was torn up, so
to avoid the mud he- leaped lightly
across. Simultaneously with his jump
be detected ii movement in the shad-
ows that banked the wall at his elbow
and saw the flaming spurt of a revolver
shot. The man had crouched behind
the building and was so clasp that it
seemed impossible to mtgs., Camases,
fell heavily upon his aide._
thought dashed over him, "MeNa
re's thugs have shot me."
His aesallant leaped out from his
Ming place and ran down the walk,
the sound of his quick. soft footfalls
thudding faintly out into the 'Aimless.
The young man felt no pain. „however,
so scrambled to his -Net, .felt himsel
over with care and then swore round.
--antouebpd.- --The-
had' missed him cleanly. The relent
coining while be was In the act of
**OM bad startled bits so that be
bad lost his &dues. slipped upon the
wet boards and fallen. Ilk assailant
was lest in the darknees before he
meld rise. Pursuit was out of the
question, se 10 continued homeward,
considerably abaken, and related the
incident to Dozily.
-You think it was some of McNa-
mara's wort. eh?' Dextry inquired
when he had liniehed.
-Of course. Didn't the 'detective
warn me today?" '
Pretty shook his bead. "It don't
seem like the game is that far along
yet The time is coming when we'll
go to the mat with them people, but
they've got the eine on we now;
what could they gain by putting you
away/ I don't believe it's them. but
whoever it Is you'd better be careful
or you'll be got"
"Suppose we come home together
after this," Roy suggested. and they
realisingarranged to do so, ealising that dan-
ger lurked in the dark corners and
that it was in some such lonely-spot
that the deed would be tried attain.
They experienced no trouble for a time,
though on nearing their robin one
night the younger man fowled that pe
saw a shadow glide away from its vi-
cinity and out into the blackness Of
the tundra as though some .one hail
stood at his very door waiting for him,
then became frigIttened at the two fig-
ures1
speroachtng. Dextry had net oh-
served it however. and Glenister was
not positive himself, but It served to
Lire Win the eticanov feeling that
. some determined. unscrtlintlens force
was bent on his destruction. He de-
termined to go nowhere unarmed.
A few evenings later he went home
early and was busied In writing when
Dext17 came In about. 10 o'clock. The
old miner hune up his coat before
speaking. lit a rigarette. Inhaled dee,p-
ly, then, stied mouthfuls of smoke. be.
gun: ... . , .
"I had my own toes over the edge
tonight. 1 *nit iniatook for mt. e which
complimeut I don't aim to have re-
flected
enGtenixter questioned h eagerly.
"We're about the same height. an'
these hats of ours are alike. Just se 1
sense by that lumber pile down yonder
1 man hopped ont sor-threweil waree-
ander me nose. He was qalr_ker Rem-
light and near biowed My ,kelp Into
the next block before he saw who I
was. Then he dropped his weepon and
said:
"'My rulatuker,.. Go on.' I accepted
his apology."
"Coahl you ace who be was?"
"Sete! Geese."
'I can't."
"It was Bronco Kid."
"Lord!" enieulated I tlenister. "De
von think he's after me)"
"Ile ain't after nobedy else, an' take
, my word for It., it's got nothin' to de
I
I with McNamara nor that gasolene row.. 
lies too game for that. There's smile
elmAber !ve."
This was the first mention Dextry
Will made of the night at the Northern.
"I don't know a-by be should have It
In for me. I never ,did biz any (a'
rots," Olenister remarked cynically.
"Well, you watch out -anyrow. I'd
'sooner face McNemar:1 nn' all the
:Tooke he.cart hire than that_gambler."
During the next few days Roy un-
lertook to meet the proprietor of the
Northern face to face, but the Kid 'had
varii•1001 completely from his haunts.
Ile was not In his lanibling ball at
Meld nor on the street ley day. The
young man was still looking for him
In the evening of the dance at-the ho-
tel erten he chaneedie meet one of the
vigilantes, who Inquired of him:
"Aren't you late for the meeting?'
"What meeting?" -
After seeing that they .were alone the
ether stated:
T 
. .
-here's an aesemlity'tonight at 11
e :‘ ek. Something Itnreirtant, think.
I saigiosed, of course, you knew about
It... .
"It's strange I wasn't notilled,tt
Roy. "It's probably an oeersight. I'll
go along with you."
in 
•
(O dnaied In neat loses.)'
DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Wary dam asks! you Isenrefirr, toiairs
keens your whole Insides right. gold on the
atovey• back piss *very where. Price 60 cants.
aef)Penh(271P1110n.lia‘tereb.11  i0 Banks,.-.-The
ernment management of Ave 'catnap
hanks made good its pledge today to
furnish funds, to carry the nineller
hanks over the crisis. All claims WPIII
met. The bank which suspended get_
urday will reopen It Is believed the
wale is sided, though financiers con-
icede the stringency le likely ii Wolter
Starke' for opine BIM 0.114""
ft
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BOSTON'S S IR UP
MANY RUB DKAF Plan
AND l'itAISE 01110.
Stematioael Dentosedeations
Both Amazement and
Delight.
Batton, Feb. 9.— Some remark
able demonstrations were given II
public today by I.. T. Cooper. who is
introducing flay the first time. in Bos-
ton the premieres:m*0s which created a
.sensation In other cities recently vis-
ited by him.
Cooper is a remarkable charaeler,
with peculiar and original ideas, and
the announcement of his coming to
hi Hub City created wtdespreatelas
Ae a_ consequence, when it was
learned that he would appear in pub
lee the place selected for his head-
quarters was crowded, some coming
merely to get a glimpse of the man
himself, other* to -test his skill in
overcoming disease. As nearly as
could be learned the facts 10 regard
the_denoussarstien were the.-' 
At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the
young•man agreed to show what one
Of his remedies would do for deer-
nesse and agreed to make any one
Present who was afflicted isint der!-. .
nem hear again in less than three
minutes. • .
There were many deaf people p",'s-
eat about a dosen of these were-
given the demonstration, enneistine ler
a single application of one of the-
Cooper preplratIons.
The hearing of these people wet'
then -tested after 'an interval of I e-
tween two and three minutes. The
test consist-el of questions pat to them
In an ordinary coevorsational tone at
distances varying from five to th.rt)
The results were remarkable in tt.e
extreme. Some of these people who
Acre treated had been deaf for a 'lim-
ber of ymars. When the first quest or
was asked, a look of amazement
would spread over their faces and y
would forget to answC the quesitien
As the questions were eretiested the
eurpris.ed took would give way to one
Of delight. Many were . so affeeneir
that they hutment° tears and acre'
scarcely able to mover the 'question
In no single instance, so far OA
wad be learned, would an indiveiaal
fiel to hear. Many were able_te neer
a anger snap at a datanee of thlret
feet. At the request of Mr Creeper;
questiane were put to them by tbtir
friends, or by various spectators. In
an ordinary time of stoke, and the
questfonsowere readily -sneweiodo  
In giving. an account of these detn-
onstrations. MT. cooper said: •
"The preparation used is not the
one with watch I aceompesh most, as
my New Discovery, as 'It is called. nee
to which I owe my success, is for-tee
treatment of all forms of stoma. hi
trouble and the general breakinc
down of the terstem that follows in :he
wake of diseases of tat" charseAsse
"The stomach is the mat of a great
many troubles: for instance, my rem-
edy will relieve thousands ot peapie
of rheumatism In this pity, slued .by
geffing the 'stomach in working or-
der" •
Malty poop:e seen who were present
xtettereteManetratent-assert progit,rt li
that _Cooper, emdtrubttelb'. _made _Ent. e
deaf people hear a !ri
111121111011111MEMIfflingenfamimmitemaye
WANTED!1
Young Men and Women for positions of trust,
where Intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for-'!---
Experleneed Men and Women foe positions re-
quiring ability and Let--
People of All Ages, of all talenta, of divers
Shlitlea, for suitable lines ta employment—
Used Things—such .as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument, Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store anti Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, Rooks, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Oulleetions, Blank Carpets, Furniture of
every.bind—
Horsed; and Carriages, trucks, tuielnest wagons,
bicycles, guns, cameras, ttahing tackle, au-bunto.
biles-- , . _
Real Estate-iota plot*, acres, leasehold', equi-
ties, houses, fiats, apartmente, stores--
Instruction In painting, singing, the violin and
piano, 'short-nand, sevuunting, oorespondence,
language. dancing—
Places to Live-houses, apartments, furnished
rooms, boarding places where life is Interesting.
-170sre some orthir thimants t
of people and thins theft are
”wanted" in thsis city just now,
and if you. can Jill ant/ of these
-
I INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC I
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
No
THEATRICAL NOTES
Tlw Lvnuan Twins.
The Lyman Tubn Brothers will ap-
pear at The Nentucks tonight. -Tee
Yankee Drummers" is their !Meet
musical comedy. This company with
Its betafItni scenic equipment. numer-
ous mechanical. and electrical ettorfs.
together With a strong east, tamer's-
ing a print" Chorus, *mires and clever
etrtnedIante producing original novel-
ties. win Mee a most ileasing enter-
tainment. ,
"The Royal Chef."
"The Reyal Chef" will appear at
The Kentucky on Saturday, February
17,. This musical comedy had its first
presentation at- the Garrick thesier.
Chicago. The east includes such peo-
ple- as William M. McCarthy. Oscar
Ragland. Herbert Carter, George Por-
ter Smith, . Franklin Fox, Gertrude
Hutcheson. Dorothy Rae, La Belle
Laurette and Dixey 1.11lard. Among
the neighed numbers are "011eiro."
"Tan ot-tbe.Thillels Frog," **Spirit Of
'76." "Let Me Go Back," "Strolling."
"Mother Goose" and "A Rajah bold."
Another &lark slew.
The Roark company, shone "Com-
- -Theo me 1t' made such a pro-
nounced hit here. presents "The Land
of Nod" this season, with many im-
proved features. The book and muse
score have been revised. It is mid,
and many popular Song hits have been
'Interpolated. The company. intend-
er; Knox Willson tend Ursula March,
remains practically the same. Patrons
of The Kentucky will see "The land
of Nod" ot its best on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary IS.
Too Perkin..
"Aren't you going in Include Mt
Pellent In mom traveling fintl)?''
"No." answered the indolent iserson
"lie Is op of those penean whose idaa
of a • is-to try to learn the
elide • boort," 4 .
2-MINUTE SKETCHES'isunutiseistwits crafted ;neer was. tioth
Y Ratter. Before the - present
.nit-Tatettl The -CitilaTrtri elite% rtire-free---
lerssalent neat saw the light iii
day to Indleate that it had onee shel-
tered the only *on of this stale wise
:r lats awe tbe-head of the nation
lb the all of Harriet Lane John- •
lir Punt. 74 1 1./.3 I 0 ?ton, of Washington, D. 47. niece of
Hendrick Hudson.
W
IIEN k year or so ages melon.
boat for ttstIt• oti the Mal-
aya rive,r_ was mete:bell 'sill)
('be name lieudriia Illidesio,
tiornebotly rettionetrated. headline that
the stein, of the ‘rattel should be,
Henry lindeun,„ became that 'sac Oita
sona.real hanw Nevertheielis it "venni
fitting thst 'the boat he hotbed lien
Meek Instead of- !leery. fie it sae
while in the worries, of Lb. Due h k.ant
India etantssay that -tbe Etreltsb mint
gator thiwovereil the greet titer at hien
beer his name. Moreover, his .oeu
country ass so jealous of his prone&
as a disciiientr for another nation that
on his return to the old world Hodson
Was prueticany linpresse4 lute the
tiritedi seratee and was Dot permitted
to enjoy his full reward for tliv MK
meows a-relieved' by 'bins whoa IIP toy,
need under Ma Dutch mime of Hen-
drick.
-Theison' pet-tete& ititeenably la _lfbie
settle.' of Itrttlith Interests. This ear
when he made_tus_
itioireh of that lone bidden northwest
peeeene whiets -in-rest so monyeteteri
I" Arrest or deism and which was final
ly diseo*Vered II!' criptain_liuitld A mood-
sea. nearly 'three ceeturies after Ilthe
son's detail. Umlauts hailed into the
rant northern hay whit-b, along with
the gleriously pleliareepte, river, keel's
his name ea the map of the world
I,beie was mutiny ate:lint, anti the
mariners set the greut navigator @drift
Iii a 'Mall IVO in the by waters with
bls arm and a few other adherents.
The fate of Hudson awl his party le
still • mystery of the frozen boob
For the people of the United States
Hudson's thief achievement was the
discovery of the wonderful river at
the mouth of which' has grown up the
mooted city of the world in jatpUlatiOn
slid the first In coma:eeriest imper-
tango.
Hendrick Hudson sailed northward
around Seedy Hook and entered the
river in September. 1000, In the Dutch
ship Half Mono-- 'The explorer smut
a month studying the stream, going oP
as far as the site of the city of Athauy
the l'rosident and nestress re' the
Widie_Rouse during .her term,, •ite mini- _ --
-4411-4110Daty With bet Itaidt: te__ eLitti,_ill_._
immortal hap been flnishi-d.
The marker is pyramidal in shale,
marker at her uncle a beetiplmee The
thirty-one feel Stgh , end ihirt)-41;:tht
feet square. The bode of the. risme-
Minit ia eishiposed yet native stone-s ,
showing the weather etarke, many-be-
ing coveted- weh 'noes. The slants
are set in cement, or Which olior three
and a half carloads were used The
htilerlpillett -pl,lite rilVel slAiiiiT 'i'Y -
hgthottgred American gravemanite. Tli•
elate is Mx by two and ajialf feet. and
the lettere are three ineit.-e high. Th.•
Ineeriptkin Is as follows- -
"This niontoneet marke the birth-
place of 411nies Hneliensh, flute. niti
President of the l'alted reams. leen
el April. 17111, Died 1 Junreoletee- '
The monisment Mende near the rate
in In wheh President Buchanan eat
both.' Thu country mmtut whostt ee
weld, and has not changed g eh. e.
leinee it • time_ dm Prete-lens as a bey
played In the mountains. The won't
meet wie be irk:slotted in a 1„.•et eon
fence and the ground Maid,. will be
graded and welded for a dOkiallit of
aft? feet —4111ratior Inter-Oct-au_
- ---- -- --- --- ,..._
l'romeetlse Mad it. it. em k.. At
)(lor home pia,' Mirtraias Oh, wer,
l'a c la n ne g rag in i. ist
ireeke, and  not  one of thiitu i aer *mid
liii tonsiderkd it a hard piae4 . e-
ilitsoielen Life.
tSVERPoWlettleo
HY ENRAGED CITIZENS.
Memphis. Feb. le.- -Ell Pima, ea
negemeeras lynched at Brookhaven.
Mies . today- He conflated to as-
saulting Nellie Williams, a white
gill, eighteen years old. Ile was tak-
en to Brookhaven for trial, and the
neetta accompanied him% Tom Wil-
1 a the fatber, wanted to see the
negro and a 'soldier knocked him
down. The enraged crowd ewe!), the
militia aside and Aral:Mai the fiegie
from the ear and hanged him to s
telephone pole.
IT attILKS BUCHANAN'S BIRTH.
••••••••••111•MM
A anweatient its Erected Where Presi-
dent From itenneylvanie Watl
It4,171•
Chanthersteirg, Pa.—The'hIrthplare
of James Felichanate- the only Presi-
dent Peeneylvania has given this nits
!Inn , ha, at last been marked by a
neon a ment.
It was 116 years ago that Jar
littaltanan was it Orli., near the vil e
of Veer. in Freoltfort oeunev,
II., . w 111. wounisim,
1,
"With the propyr finan, tat hat k-
ing I could Melte eotne money." te-
nterketi the Lvaltor. 
e-
"What's Yirltir arhillie?" asked tler-
"I want the pi-ire of a Anne shii‘ei.••
repined- this caller — Philadelphia
"Ledger.
*The Merry of laming
Events."
We must all wonder, lot a
Moment now and then, what
stratum new "brew" is being
prepared for us by the busy
forces which we name 
cumstances."
la -eta boon life the exit of
a servant; in the store, "some
thing happens" to our, best
clerks; in every bushiest, ven-
ture something "upsets" out'
favorite -plan. If we own prdp-
erty, our best tenant leaves,
or our neighbor sells his prop
erty at a big Pront—whila
we "bold on" to ours,- -not
•willingly.
Enierson /sprigged it.
"Man...impriaconed__ in mods-
life, Iles open to the mercy of
coming @venni:" •
And the truth has led M.
to consider ways and meal*
for "taking the sting out or
these coming eitents —
turning /Um Into endure,*
burdens. And of these WRVS
sad means which we hav•
treated, the cniefest Is Wiwi
Advertising. A wise use ot
this modern convenience, this
instrument of service, Nat
only make, coming events
merriful—it neakee us to con-
template them without trio*
nrition
•
-4' I
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Ideal Meat Market
512 151kOADWAY
Huntley and Palmer's Dinner
Biscuit, per pound 32c
We are making an unusually low price on these
famous imported biscuits for a few days only.
Peterson's Swedish Nlilkwafers
per can 35c
This biscuit is an ideal delicacy for afternoon teas,
for invalids or convalescents, and is highly recom-
mended by physicians.
4,:-eilumtv1ra Building
THE LOCAL NEWS
Gilbert,- -osteopath, 400
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forme for real estate agents for
sate at this race.
-Mr. LI. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months. and I have ac-
gutred an interest In his business and
shall look after it for him. Any In-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will recehe prompt at-
tention if you will cal up The SAM
eMee. Both phones 358. E J. Pax-
ton.
--City eubscribers to the Doily
Bun who 'Ash the delivery of their
kapets st
opped mast eotify clue eol-
ttors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No atteittlim will
be paid to *me orders when given
to cerriers. Stun Publishing Co..
Dr".-Wiiiiief-, RITITITrartait. Treat. 
anent or domestic animals. Both
phones 131.
-We can eve )ou tbe finest ear-
riagee In the city for wedding, ball
.and theater calls. Our prices ore low-
er than those chargedfor like seniors
Is any city in America Our -service
l. sesecrnd to Irene, and the -beet Dials
-etty:--Ymner Tritristrr Comeanr-
- !Rubber stamps made to order.
Superlos price markers, brass and
aluminium jhocks of all kid. Rib-
. juts stamp s•-cessoritit. - The Diamond
keine Works; 115 South Third street.
Phone.. 35e.
- Now Is the ttmef to use RtanOard
Soot Deetroyer and save buying eo
inch coal., Ask your dealer for it.-Carriage -work Of ' all kinds.
IatIDL 
repairing: rubber tires. etc.
ring salons made to order. We
are offering speeial Inducentedts for
early orders. Sexton Sign Works.
Phone 4.01.
-Blue Points! Blue Pointe! Fresh
eysters. Inek or in shells. Steil 56,
city market.
-Place your order* for wedding
Invitation. • at home. The Pun is
*owing as greet an assortment as
you will find •ny *here. at prices
Om* lower than eoa will have to
gap elsewbere.
--Valeni Ines! Valentines' Valen-
tiers! cent to $5 at It D. Clements
& -Co
- Fife companies Nor. 2 and e
.we're reeled to the restilence of -J.
ttenner. onittisateolt etriee ye4-'I4iay
altieniion about 44311 WirlOrk 10 a
• No damage resulted.
1 Meaner? *aka.
New Orleans. Feb I.-A cable-
gram from Port Berries to the united
'Fruit ronapany's office here reports
that the strainer Anselm is wreeked
On a reef uff the coast of Spanish
ihnobear. the exact position not being
1111 litofled In the cablegram.
d'olomat is a men who doesn't
itAv. rver)thlog he thlnks. or think
in he says.
Three Dees of -
DAY'S COLD CURE
In tbe afternoon, followed
by • large glass of HOT
1-43,MONADE at bed
time wit! work wonders for.
ths very worst attack of
- grip or had cold. Ilay's
- Cold Cure is a. scientifin
oombination of yeti:tine,
ipecac and times, with
_other valuable remedies,
pitt wir-tartabist-fortni-at -
25c a Bold
We are exclusive agents.
••••••• •••,•
Ortaiggrfacal
Pin aid Ireedway Opp Paler hiss.
Night Bell at Sid. Door.
NEWS OF COURTS
llsralt
Judge Reed this morning overruled
the motion of the defendant for a new
trial in the rase of Rosa Si. Baker
against the Paduteth Traction com-
pany and the case will be appealed to
the court of appeals. Mrs. Baker was
given $1.754) for pereonai_injuries.
The court announced that he ecistild
helm the action of Prof. C. M. Lieb
against the School board Tuesday, Feb
ruare 18.
The court set aside the verdict in
the case of W. D. Downs against, S.
M. Seal/Ines, in width a horse trade
was latoived.
, Deeds Filed. - -
W. C. O'Bryan to W H. Grief, lot
in O'Brvan's addition, $65.
S. me.-Iffeng-to-eteletr-H. Anthem mid
Alice leyng, property at Sixth and
Washington. streets, $000..
esrormiseinner'or Sole.
tiddler 0010Mlesioner (Wit Reed
*told A tract of land In tier county h1-
1011,111 is a suit of J. R. Grogan
againet R. K. Newman for ah25.541.
It7-1C- -Newman-being-Hie pet
In Pollor.(loart.
The pelice court dockft the morn-
ing was: Drunk-Johlt Raymond.
Wiltiam Kilgore. NVIJIlam Taylor. -51
and costa; each Drunk and disorderly
-S. II. ItinClutky, $19 and costs:
1..oya ',ewes. sell and costs. Breech
of peace- It. H. Loftin. Al Reel's.
Tom Fernan. continued until torpor-
toe ; Harrison Timmons, dismissed.
Breach of prdlnance---iid Pettit. con.
tinued Seduction-A. retiree!, col-
ored, dismissed. •
In (benty (Nome.
The wet of 41. II. Pryor was offered
for Probate in county court todav.'the
decedent leaving all bis property to
his wife, Laura J. Pryor, with the
exeeption of $25. which is befilliNahee
to itutb Pryor.- an adopted daughter.
Mrs. Pryor is made executrix of the
estate. The *ill was written Decem-
ber 10. Iss7.
The will of John W. Rica bequeaths
a:I hie property to his wife. E. 3.
Rice. who is made executrix of the
estate without bond. The will was
waxed- Meeellthef
- 
Ciounty Judge R. T. Lightfoot has
handed down A decision that the cIty
Is liable for the720 per cent penalty
for failing to assess the wharf. mar-
Wet house and unsold lots In Oak
Grove cemetery for taxatiofi for state
ant county purposes for the year
19117.- The prime holds that the
wharf property should -be assessed at
42.5,trim1. the cemetery iota and mar-
ket house at $141.0100 each. The suite
were brought by Magistrate C. W.
iffniery. acting 'as auditor's agent, and
Is similar to the ones brought by
Prank Lucas while acting In a einilla,
capacity.
--- -
County Coon Meters.
Jamie Docking was appointed ad-
mtnIstrator of the estate of Allen
Doekina: _
Robert Harris quallaed as_adminie-
trator of the estate of A. J. Harts.
_-4-
R.‘11111 SCORES MONEY.
Derlarce eh y Government* eVentest"
--4**” "Oo After" niwporatbms.
t. Louis. MO.. rel1 10.-Rabbi
Leon Harrison. eloquent life pastor of
Temple Israel here. in his Lincoln
'Day aderese to hie congregation fol.?
the people to go for the corporations
and money Interests.
"City governments are rotten be-
cause we 111100% the monio• interests
sreaitielo -Mitre the genre leseeer
pirITIRTiii 15 1SOlirff" lie -sett. "And
we can ant better conditions until we
befe putt these corporations and *nat.
rid l powers out of business They and
they alone are responsible for civic
filth, for the enormous and invent-
trolled liquor traffic, for the fight
strained prohibition, for all corruption
in legislation. These wealth powers,
controlling our righteous freedom and
eery lives. must be obliterated before
Neff lawmaking and law enfqroement
can lie a steseeses"
SIX DESTITUTE IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
CHILDREN LEFT
When Mother En)
Exposure fa 8k
es From
tybosit,.
Father jilted Several Meath; Ago and
Want sad (bid Have Pursued
Them.
MI. ARE NOW NEARLY SICK._
Leaving six children, whose aces
range from 3 years to 13 years, Mire
()orke Joiner died 'Sunday Digits-
about 11 o'clock in a shanlyboat in
Ougtown, after an illness of pneu
numia. Since the death at their father
 two months ago life has been hard
for the children, but Jap Toner. sec-
retary of the Charity club. Chief of
Police - James Collins and the whole
police department are arranging to
send the children to relatives near
Golconda. The mother was buried
Several months ago the family came
down the Ohio river from near Gol-
conda. and lived In a boat and a tent
on the Illinois shore opposite the city.
Two months ago the , father, Feel
Joiner, died, and the family held the
body for several days before shipping
It back to their home, but the Illinois
authorities refused to permitAbesbodY
to be shipped, and It was buried' on
the bank near low water mark. Su-
perstition caused the_ family to move
and they went up the river as far as
Flay Cite, Ill. While opposite the cite
the, father and two eldest sons. why"
are 13 years old, had worked for
farmers and had made a comfortable.
'living. About a week ago the family
1.r"'""e""`•"wee night and took back her position with1
Leiyents, Wet! & i:otnpany •
Mies Vera ittousman, of Mmlield,
os the guest of Miss Roxie Sneed.
1218 Tennessee street.
- Miss Louise Harrison, of Clarks-
vele, Tenn., is the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Gus Singleton, 311 North Sixth
street.
- _Cued-moor Robert Dawes, Me
Broadway, Is Iii of rheumatism in
Louisville. ,
'Mr. Bernie -Diesseie-ados-bee been
clerk at the Halliday in Cairo, has
accepted a similar position at the.
Peabody Tote] in Memphis.
Mr. and W. R. Katterjohn, of
North Sixth street, left last night for
Jackson, Tenn., on a visit to M. and
Mrs. Meson Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Abrams. Fifth
and Clark streets, returned last night
from Chicago. Mrs. Minims has been
Ill, but is much improved.
Mr. Charles Holcomb went to Kut-
tawa this morning. .
. Mrs. W. J. Lewis, of 1008 Trimble
street, was taken to Riverside hospi-
tal last Saturday, but is improving
new.
Master Edward Newell, of Paris,
Tenn., returned home today after
spending Saturday and Sunday with
his elate!, Miss Virginia Newell, at
the Craig annex. -
Mr. W. M. Rieke, of L. B. Ogilvie
& company, will leave Tuesday for
New York to purchase spring gooffe. -
Mrs. Henry Lehnhard. of 8.02 Ken-
tucky avenue. is recovering front an
attack of grip.
..C. N. Baker has been called to
Pennsylvania on account of the seri-
ous illness of hie Parente
Mies Willie Willis, of North Sixth
street, returned last night after a
two weeks' visit In Paragould, Ark.
T: L. Crice spent yesterday in Fule
toe. Ike returned today at nooe.
D. .5. R. Chapter Called- to Meet OA
Tueselny Monolog.
There will be a called meeting of
Paducah chapter. Meitner, of the
American Revolution tomorrest_nivr.0
ing at 9:30 o'clock With the regent,
Mrs. Eli G. Boone 308 South Sixth'
Street. The object is to discuss the
feasibility of the chapter presenting
l'rof. William Dears operetta "Her-
ten." All the members are asked to
be present.
%Yielding Rana of Slime Nickles and
Mr. Purvell .iinnounced Venter.
day.
The weddieg bane of Miss Clara
Nickies and Mr.-Joseph Purcell were
Published yeeterday at high mats of
the St. rrancts de Sales_ Catholic
church by the Rev. gather H. W. Jan-
sen. The marriage will take elate,
itonietinie before Lent, but. the date
has not been series yet.
Mies Nickles is a pretty and &Wee-
the young woman, winning and grac-
ious in manner with a large circle of
-friends. the is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Niekles, 1006 South
Sixth F reet, and for several'years has
filled the. position of stenographer to
Dreyfuss & Well.
----Wr7Pura.11 Is a porifftalr --young
man. He is employed at Walleratein
Bros.' clothing house and is of hterle
ing industry and reliability. He has
made Paducah his home for several
years, coming here from Owensboro.
• • Charity Club Monthly Meeting.
Charity club will meet Wednesday
morning at le o'clock at the Woman's
club house and all members are urged
to attend.
Misr. (Oberhausen and Or. Withers'
.1pproaching Wedtling .1iorosenced.
First announeeniemt was made yes-
terday at the St. Francis de Sales
Catholic' church of the wedding bans
cof Miss Laura Oberhausen and Mr.
corauninet taornothuisritciedtyr is. A --
hu-arekiarry11- Withers  lire marriage will
city, their bank ac
boat at the foot of Madison street
was purchased for $5 and this left
the family with $3.
The mother became ill and word
reached Mr. Toner through Patrolmen
Cross, of Jhe family's condition, and
Saturday night be made_rtrip to in-
not take place for several weeks.
They are popular young people of
the south vide. Miss Cibettousen is
the attractive 'daughter of Mr. and
Mr's. J. P. Oberhausen. 40'5 South
Twenty-first street. Mr Withers is a
well known young etneloYe of the illt-
sots Central ehopes. reeidlug et 1900
y t te be foullethe mother
a d several of the 
children 
/11.--pr.
_Guthrie aventie. 
Harry Williamson, city phyrdstan
gave the family medical attention. On
his first visit Mr. Toner found the
andly.ked plenty of prey:oleos to ode
Mr. Robert Chastaine. who is con-
meted with the Missouri Pacific rail-.
road at Monroe. 14.. Is in the city on
a visitilehis mother.
them over Butelay. Last night about
le- *select Ida /oilier 'awoke -to and
her mother dead. . •
The family consists of six children
'alter and John, twins la rears old;
da, 12 years old; Ora, $ years old:
011ie. 7 years old. and 'Allison. 4
years Old. Both of the eider boys are
Manly little fellows. and are confi-
dent they can snake their way In the
world. This. morning Mr. Toner re-
moved the household goods to a ware-
house until the children are gent to
relat !vete
The houseboat in which the familY"
s Iletng waserbont 12 fret tong and
.5 feet wide. Some of the children
slept on chairs. while the mother and
sick ehildren were in • bed with lit-
tle rerreriag. The north end of the
houseboat was open and exposed to
the inclement weather. The Alit/rem
were poorly clad, and this morning
ear boarding houses
%here kind hearted °Metals had
Oared Non. they were cougning and
looked badly from their exposure to
the chill on the river.
The children said they had a rela-
tive named Henderson Stanley near
Birdeville. and he would take care of
them. (tire OolHns baa written the
relatives of the mother's death and of
the children's condition: A canvass
among the merchants and many
housekeepers, kept the pollee force
and the Cberity club busy sending for
garments. The children appreciate
the kindness.
The funeral of Mrs. Joiner took
piece this afternoon in Oak Grote
cemetery. A funeral service was heid
at the greye by the Rev. S. B. Moore.
Chief Collins, Police Lieutenant Pot-
ter, Deteethree Moore and Baker, Pa-
*oilmen Terrell officiated es.pailbear-
era. This afternoon Detectives
%fence and Baker dressed the rehildren
is. new clothes for the funeral 
Anti
burial of their mother. The children
were taken to the Home of the Friend
less this afternoon and will be 
kept
until relatives are liAird trOM. -
Abele
$e0 was raised by the police d
epart-
Ment and a large supply of clothing
•
DETA116114 ARE FINISHED.
For Race From New 'York 111 Petrie 
he
Amnon.
New York. Feb to \The last de-
tails of the start of the New York-to-
Paris auto. Mee next Wednesday
mornthg, were arranged today. Ste
teams. are to be"sent away In the con-
test. 'Four nations will he represented.
Three Trench erews. one German. one
Italian and one American will mate
the start.
The winter journey arrow' the west-
ern plains and plateaus of the United
ntates, Including the. crossing of the
Rocky Mountains In Wyoming, Is re-
garded by racing enthuelaste as the
easiest part of their work and they
Itruniesn'm Flower Shop, expect to be in San Franelsco inside
529 nroadway. Is the place to get the of thirty days.
Onest mew est-melons. 'violets on
floral designs. Wre never know what
RP try and fh.'n very
The Kraals( faus-10c a week- sorry we found out.
we can do till
often we are
Mel, Willi* Hostess of Skating Pang.
Miss WII:le Willis. 509 Norek Sixth
street, will -entertain vtith g ,skating
party at the Auditorium rink on \Yea-
neolay night from ti to 10:30 o'clock.
AT THE CHURCHES
Reendwey Methodist.
The Rev. J. W. Blackard,151-13:.
presiding elder of the Paducah distrii%
Methodist churchaie ed his first ap-
pointment for the second quarter yes-
terday at the 'Broadway Methodist
church. Dr. Blackard preached both
morning and evetiinh, delivering
qiioughtful and earnest discourses.
m union service followid the'morn
1.11111 Year -Valentine Dance is Honor
' of tlsitetre,
nu,_ girls of- the younger set will
g:Ye a St. Valentine dance on Thur.-
day, St. Valeselne litme kt ttor-irAnn-
ans club house. It is given in honor
of Miss Anne Campbell, of Illaciburg
V11., the guest of Mies Rosebud Hob-
eon, and the Misses Thomas, of
Athens. Gra , who are visiting Mrs.
Will Bradshaw, Jr. It Is a leap year
affair, and will be an especially bril-
liant social event.
-z--
Dr. Ernest Merroneck. Hrs. W. S
Forsythe and daughter. Miss Helen
Foy-the, returned to their home in
tile today. sit4-2 several days'
visit to Mrs. Ethel B. Meyers and Mrs.
Pat O'Brien, reel Jefferson street.
Min Lents Cummings, who went to
Oweusboro a sect ago to take a Po-
sition as. ste grapitereeterned last
RAIN
Toc)AY
,rtsgte_t_As t•
To have that perfect
satisfacti2whe rain coat
must be murvooldiroofed
by the cravenette .pro-
cess and then tested as
is done to all our fabrics.
These coats are never
cheap, but we have put
a cheap price this week
on all our bevy weights.
$30.00 Rain Coats el E Q11
eut to Q I aisUU
1.00 Rain Coats $111 25
$12.50 Rain Colts $6.88
cut to
Remember every coat
has the origiral selling
ticket anti no sale by
lots nor odds and ends.
1•41 11,
1 If the (hur,ti had given as muchs(tention to her tractIsm 1)01V PT as she fftiolliGAINS in utThretoblies.
has to her trenk she would here overhauled, repaired, rendition guar-
brouseit mane more paereengers to the enteed. Nationale_ Aopersons, Snicks
tenni nal Steamers and ethers. Write for net
is. o '
. '1
ing discourse. There was a large
congregation present and one addi-
tion to the church membership.
Mr. Roy Rogers, of Jackson. Tenn.,
and Mr. Robert Chastaine. of Monroe,
ta..nang impressive solos at the evens
ing service. Mr. Rogers was else
poloist at the Grace Episcopal church
in the morning.
11.
" Plot Baptist.
An nausuell y large coneregation
MANY VISITORS
From neighboring towns came to Paducah to
avail themselves of the exceedingly fine bargains in
Hart's Dime Bargain Sales
They are the greatest values ever offered.
People stand in wonder as they look at the article:
How Can it B Done?
Is the frequent question induced by the great
surprising values when seen by the people.
Hart's on -Hart knows how
And Hart will continue to benefit the trade
each week. A visitor was heard to say: "I've
saved my railroad fare both ways and days ex-
penses, U will C me again.
A &eat Day at Hart's
NEXT SATURDAY
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
eubescribeee Mewling what ads In
The NualistILAIndly_remeinber_
all such items are to be paid for wises
Us' All is theerted, the Mae allidlasS
to every one without exceptien.
FOR heating and atovewood
,437. F. Levin.
FURNISHED rooms for rent, 312
Madison. Old phone 2,9'50.
A-2, Auto Clearing House, 340
Michigan avenue, Chictigo.
 --rememenet
FATHER OF HARRY MEYER
DIES AT NEW ALBANY. IND.
News was received this morning of
the death of Henry Ft. Meyer. of New
Albany, Ind.. father Ott Mr.-Harry
eyer. or Psidacah. Mr. and Mrs
Meyer left early this morning for
New Albany, Mr. Meyer was 67`years
old, and his death followed an attack
of pneumopia. He was sheriff of his
cciunty- many years, but recently has
been a real 'nate agent. Mr. Meyer
has visited his son in Paducah many
LOST-White poodle dog. Return itimes, and he was well known in the
to 603 South Eighth for reward. city. He leaves four children: Mrs.
atrr TOPR COAL of C. M. Cagle. Adam ilielmberger - and Mrs. Witl
Bast lutap 13 cents. New phone 676. Web. Alifolfew Albeny. and Mr. MI
Oat church yesterday morning. On
greeted the pastor of the First Bap- FOR RENT-Four room cottage, Meyer. of Louisville, and Mr. Merry
Meyer, of Paducah.
member was received-Into
 the mer.,)7 1207211-1 South Sixth. Apply 810 Jeffer-.
bership and a free will, voluntary -roitItioxT Two 'rooms
over
offering of $600 was made for 'medal
ork. 
Walker's drug store. Fifth and Broad-
Mr. Richard Scott delighted the way.
 Apply D. A. Yeiser. 
,Club of
'
congregation with a splendid solo. J. E. MORGAN horse dissehalee
The Rev. B. E. Dodd, pastor of the general repaaring. rubber area, NS Kalamazoo. Mich.. Feb. 19.--Four
First Baptist church, went to Mur- South Third.  Yeats ago, thirteen young men and
ray this morning to deliver two ad- FOR RUBBER stamps and supplies thirteen maidens, all students et Kale-
dreasen at the Bible institute. phone Paducah Printing and Book mazoo college and all resident, of
Binding Oa. - - - I Kalamazoo, formed the G. G. T. cilia.
Fleet Preabyteriam 1-1:ill RENT- Five room fiat. mod- The club now cons.sts of Gift-tees hue-
'Excuses Men Give for Not Illitk- lands and 'thirteen %deft. Tee Iasiern conveniences. 110$ North 'Sixth.
ing Common Cause With the Church George Rawleigh. ' tot the tithe..en marriages was
 
no-formof 
Christ" was the theme of the Rev. _ a ,
W. E. Cave's sermon at the. First 
FOR SALE---IffeetrIc theater out- 
eo.I d a f
ew v.4'.;
The inception of the club w-a-slarge.
Preihyleriall church yetterday. 
atm. nt vilth_gas attacements. complete. A k
bargain. Address R. F.. care Sean. 
accidental. It heppened lhat-la---- --
David Plournoy sang a beautiful solo.  
ly 
IP) 
their %thee deya the re:entire-le' iti-
Oe account of the pastor's illness
there were no services at night.
CUPID FEARED NOT "13."
26 Girls and Boys Have
Formed 13 Families,
CITY JAILER WADE BROWN
WILL REMAIN IN Oriel( E.
City Jailer Brown will not resign
his posultioh and accept a civil service
ignition. Captain Brown this atorntog
said that he appreciated the kindness
shown him by Mayor Stnith-la select-
.ng him for jailer, aid would stay
with him. He took a civil service ex-
amination last June, and several days
ago he was offered choice of a posi-
tion In Kentucky or in any posses-
slon of the United States. Jailer
Brown will not resign Me position.
hilt will be plaiod on the eligible list
and may accept the position any time
he, may desire. In the examination
Captain lairown made the tkird highest
per cent-
EAGI.F24 GYMNASIUM PLAN
NOW SEEMS AN ASOURED HO
At the meeting ef the men of this
..Ity tat, feted In the equipping of a
gymnasium in the Engles' hall yester-
day mornink, a committee of five was
appointed. two of them members of
the Eagles. Ben Weille sind Von Mar-
tin, the other three Frank Davis.
Robert Guthrie and Harry Singleton
for the purpose of soliciting member-
$6 and 75 eentff a month, and .bat
High school pupils should be admit-
ted for $6 per year. The girls, will
get two afternoons each Week for ex-
ercise in the gymnasium with aa In-
strdctoi present. Next Sunday morn-
ing another meeting will be held to
the Eagles' club roome
NEW YORK HARBOR IS ICE
• SOUND TO SMALL BOATS.
New York, Feb. 10.-The herba-
ls ice-bound to all except ocean going
vessels. Unless local boats keep tbe
channels open it Is thought inegn
liners will not be able to land Tues-
day
YOUR CLOPIIES will always look
Hite new If cleaned and pressed by
James Daffy, South Ninth near
Blowier-ay. Phone 338-a.
-FOR RIkiT-One Dice furnished
front room with all modern maven-
lent**. Gentleman preferred. IA-
quire 713 Kentucky avenue.
LOST-Lady's gold watch and fob:
Initials M. M. on outside case and
owner's name inside. Return to this
°Mee and receive reward. -
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED--
Bxperlence unnecessary. $100 per
month and expenses. ' Peerlesel Cigar
Co.. Toiedp. Ohio.
WE RAVI: the finest heater,. hick-
ory and dry stove wood la the city.
litholesaleand retail. Phone us your
order. Old_ phone 478. Smith. Al-
britton & Co., sear union depot.
FOR SALE-Modern two storycot
tette; six rootni anti' bath. All mod-
ern conveniences. Sixteenth and Mon-
roe. Apply on premises.
---PTMI NG YARDS hauling rich dirt
for firmer beds, putting out :roes.
moving wagon, and hauling all kinds
of wood Thomas Dailey,' old thole:
66o.
WANTED-A party who can irive
and take stock in'an u-to-date paying
corporation, to take poeRion on road
at a gantry of 81,200 per year and Pe-
ptises: Address Leereare Sue.
-11AltGAINta-Rebulit and used au-
tomobiles; guaranteed; floe-condition.
Some at---840 below original costs
State amount to invest. Catalog free,
C. A. Coey & Co.. 1424 Michigan ave-
nue, Mingo
WID OFFIER you $75 to start busi-
ness for us In yonr Takeo
only few days. No cost. If tlafisd
phsitfon becomes permanent. C. W.
Stanton Co., 95 Monon building, Chi-
raps
WANTAD-A servant to do cook-
leg and general house work. Good
'wages paid. Apply at 534 eorner
S+xth and Harrison streets. M. V.
Cherry.
tended a party aLa had 1M) enj uYaii-11
a •I•ce :ail tree cob suggestion 'ems
meee and etee pt.3 adopted. Ths In. -
initials "0.'0. T," signify "general
/HISTORY OF' M'CILWEEN •
COUNTY BEING WRITTEN.
Mr. John Rector, formerly city ed-
itor of the Cairo Citizen, and MT. J.
B. Wenger, aewell known newspaper
man, are in the city preparing an up-
to-date history of McCracken count.y.
with biographies of prominent citi-
zens. This Is the first, book of the
kind since 18.8,5, and the majority of
the people mentioned In the last his
tory are dead. The book will contain,
3010 pages of history, edited by Mr
Saunders A. Fowler, and it will be
bound in leather.
I tu tiding Aeroplanes.
Washington, Feb. 10.-Bids for
three aeroplanes, ranging In price
from $1.000 to $25,000. which must
have a speed of at least forty miles
an hour and carry two persons, with a
combined weight of 350 pounds. and
sufficient fuel for a flight of 125'
miles, were accepted by the war de-.
partment.
The three successful bidders out of
a list of forty-one contestants -were .I.
r. Scott. Chicago, $LIM°, delivery In
185 days; A. M Herring, New York.
$20.090, delivery in ' 1-50 days. end_
Weight Bros.. Dayton, 0., $25,000.
delivery is 200 days
Each machine Must undergn a trial
endurance Illeht of one hour In the
air without landing Three trials will
be allowed for speed and endurance.
The Door of Doom.
Many old houses In !Ireland have a
spec-lei door which Is never opened
save on peels I occasion's- whet'
there is a marriage or a death in the
The bride and bridegroom enter by
this door, and It Is then nailed or
barred up unfit a death occurs. when
It Is opened and the body is reenov.,1
by this exit.-The Reader.
/So 1,011114 11111161.1018 11011*.
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Pt M WX Tast PAM -T411 EVENING
Angels smile at and commend the
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother must rrisq, how-
ever, is so fullol danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall fin*
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indeszribable dread and fear.
Every wom,in should know that the danger, pain and horror of child-
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
( liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable ell
in
BABY'S
VOICE
thousands of women have
i ii-s-isija-li-m.; work. By its aid moTHER,s
passed this great crisis in per-
fect safety and without pain.
Sold at $z coper bottle by druggists. Oar book
et priceless value to all women sent free. Address
1141111017ELD RIESULA TON oo., At fames. Ile
FRim
I.—
YOUR FUTURE'
may look bright and prosPerous—
precedes a storm." Prepare for
life—for the time when you will
is 9_41Y_ ODS_IflY_W doii—esvc,_ and_
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do
We pay 4 per cent interest
counts if left with us six months
but
the
need
it.
on
or
a "calm always
storm in your
money—there
ilnimillite.
all savings ac-
longer.
.!... ,..„.
/1 -
4.- •
Mechanics
Farmers
211
and
Savings Bank
Brudway
WAREHOUSE
,
FOR RENT
The old Christian church, on North
Fourth street betvvee 1 Jefferson and Monroe, ,
40x115 feet, two-story bri:k, in good condi-
,tion. 
,
F. L. SCOTT
. 4111111111111■1111111~al
We Use the King of . All
Bosom Ironersoma-Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed Perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms •like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoarself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
DON'T BE ODD 
Buy a quick meal
Range. Sold in this
city for more than
twenty years without
one dissatisfied cus-
tomer.
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO,
INC4)RPieltAl leIl
- "The !louse of Quality"
422424 111011WIT IOU 110110 17‘
lithe joy of the household, for without DEBATING CLUB
it no happiness can be coin plete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babe! I WILL MEET TODAY
To Select Orator to Represent
Paducah High School.
Efforts to Create Interest la later-
School Debate Is tieing Made by
Principal.
NEW TEACHER NOT HERE YET.
- This afternoon the debating society
lg. the Mgt school will hold •meeting
to complete the arraegements for the
iiiimery oratorical centeet to select
the repretentstive to the inter-High
sehool dehate, which will be held In
liapkinsville March 7. The four
students, who have entered the con-
test, are working on 'the orations,
and the society desires tel.:elle up the
interest of the students as well aa the
people of the city. Debating societies
at the High school have never flour-
ished regulariy„ and Profeemor entire es
dive-oils that this meeting be full of
Interest. The representatires of the
legh school have gone in to win, and
it the proper spirit is shown the Iflith
hoot will be better Ott by having en-
tired see contest. 'es
In mans of the :schools, where the
di bating soMetles have gained a toot-
h, Id among the stuAente. as much in-
terest ie shown 1I1 an Inlet school de-
bate as a football game. Xhis lapis*
what is tanking at the Higb school.
but the society will make'evers effort
stineilateentereet. and have a large
nudience for the school bee orators
a: the.prirnary contest, which will be
held In about three weeks.
Needa Teacher.
Dieappointment was manifest around
the Watettegten building this mmeting
beeause Miss Elbraheth Daughsrty, of
Nashville. dtd tot . arrive. Superin-
tendent Careages received a lietei
Saterdny from Mee Daugherty, an-
te unclog that she would arrive ye-s-
terday at noon, but this morning
Professor Carnagry had not, received
message front her. Miss Daugherty
veil have the room occupied by Miss
Plythe at present. and Mislr Blythe'
'tom will be in the old principal's of-
lice on the second floor.
A series of grade meetings began
tels afternoon with Superintendent
Carrager. The tesehers of the first
seadee met with the superintendent
and talked over the work for Abe.
semester. Toruorrok the test-tier, of
second grades will nieet and so ou
until the grades have been covered.
Threeemerhers were o. duty today,
and the Cadet elate was called upor
to ell the vacanciee. Miss Emma
Mayer. of tire McKinley building. was
fl. an Miss Inez Bell see- substitute:
Miss Bessie Kerrie, of the Franklin
'building. as out and Miss Clare WId-
ston was substitute: Miss May erns,
of the Franklin building was ill. and
Was Cora Richardson had charge of
her room today.
•
. _llessixard Repartee.
"they're reduced me to half ra-
tions," grumbled the old hes: "and
they 'still expect me to lay egg.'
Well. I'll fool•'em!'s
"What are yOu going teille?" 10-
feet-eel the roosler.
"I'm going to lay down!" steitawked
the oid.hen
From whet it must not be rashly
Inferred that the common, or barn- II ill
yard. variety of domestic fowl is
slang y The old bird may be merely
defielent In a knowledge of the finer
points of grammar.—Chicago Tremne •
"Only a million! I got the Juke
cheap!**
"But You mute remember, dear,
that It iste the float coat that counts."
—Washington Herald.
It's
"The Grip"
which you will have to
guard against these day.,
when yon are exposed, to
such miserable weather as
we are having. It's al-
most an impossibility to
avoid colds and, unless
they are remedied in time,
they frequently become
serious.
Lane's Laxative
COLD CURE
Will stop it.
25c
Gil.bert's
Drug 4tore
4th send ILletiadway
ilcsth Phoneme 77
1111bmen Who Wear Well. 
It ts astonishing how great a ebange a
ifro years of married life °Rea make In
Ike appearance and disposition of many
women. The freshness, the charm, the
artflisn,.• vanish like the bloom from •
peach which es rudely hatidled. The
matron is only a dim shadow, a faint echo
of the charming maiden. There are two
emsons for this chatige, tguoralice arid
neglect. Pew young women appreciate
the shock to the system through the
change which Conti% with marriage and
motherhood. Many-neglect to deal with
the unpleasant pgivic.drains and weak-
nesses which toe often come with mar-
riage and motherhood, not uniieretanding
Oat this secret drain is ribbing the cheek
of its fresh:vile and the form of its
fairness.
As surely as the general health suffers
"Den there lad gement of the health
el the delicate coma organs, so surely
organs a tablished In
bea the ce r t e witness
to the actin come ;Yearly
vecim•. . eels. heal ••
appiness Iii the Sip -oLD.r. Pierre's Fa,,
seerite Preece re ion., It makes weak worn-
sn strung and leek women well. Ingrodi-
iints on label—contains no alcohol or
harmful habit -forming &VP. Made
wholly of those native, American, medic-
inal roots most btdhly recommended by
leading medical t ortties of se the sev-
eral s,•hocls o practice foe the cum of
woman's peculiar ailments.,
For nursing niothers,or for tholes broken-
Sown in health by teo frequent blearing of
ebildren. also for the expectant mothers,
to prepare the system for the eomireg of
baby and making ite advent easy and
elmost painless, there is no medicine quite
SO 'rood as •Payorite PreaerlptIon.• It
can do no harm in any condition of the
system. It is a most potent invigorating
tonic and strengthening nervine nicely
adapted to woman's delicate system by a
physician of large etperlence in the treat-
ment uf woman s peculiar ailments.
Dr. Pierce may he (-meekest ty letter
few of rhenre. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical lesutute,
Buffalo. N. Y.
INDICTMENTS
RIIIfR ED VOR ALLROND
INGTON ELNILTION OFFEN14114l.
Blume Of Ifessionsta Are Hauled Lisle
Court by the IPayette Grand
dairy.
Lesengton. Ks . Feb. In — A batch
of Indictments for offenses alleged to
have been committed on election day
heir November were announced The
indtetnients were returned bj the
grand jury a week ago, but they were
not announced untn all the defend-
ants had tsetse served with beneh wan
rants and given bond of Seise in emit
indictment. The indict :Ilexes returnee!
are as follows:
Joe Burnside, false swearing:
James A. Doyle. forcibly rescuing a
prisarer charged with a felons: Will
Foots% .-oting more the I once at an
election; Pres Irvine alias George
Hughes, offeene to -.0te in a preciout
Ii wislcib5 be did not reside: George
Woodruff. assault and battery; T. 117.
Banat& J. T. elalones. w. Ce. Bryant,
J. D. ('ae51(1). Thomas Clarke. George
Petit, Dr. G. 'I, Helm, William Sulli-
van. T. L. McConnell, Thomas Ahern,
WilliaM Sullivan, .1. B. Melvin end J.
J Hetcbcraft. •
IlidL ORDER
NH.tDOW ALARM* IAKAL RETAIL
ttliesiw.trty DEALERS.
wept Iteseilutiens i,f 1"roteat
.tgainst l'arrel• l'op‘t at
ants entice.
The annual coovention of the Ken-
hick, fierdware and Dealers' assoela-
tion will be in se selon three daya the
week in Louisville, and about 125 re-
tail dealers front over the state will
be in attendance. Mr Re R. Mille, a
traveling representative of tbe Sim-
mons Hardware companewf eteleele,
will be the (lily representratere of
Paducah. Alderman Harry Hank is
a member of the association and In-
tended attending this sesiion. but
business prowented him from leaving.
One of the most Important points corn
lag up before the astociatIon for (es-
cuesion will be that regarding the
establishno et if, the pireele post hy
the government. • e. The hardware
dealers are solid in opposition to this
measure, belle-veer that it will throw
th•• business to the mall order houses
sn.rnitimately ruin the small dealers
The project Mine up last sear and
wits opposed heartily, and revolution,
may be adopted at this meeting which
will be forwarded to the auth6rItle.
or Wishingtan In an- effort to block
the measure riptier featinf 411.
ineeeng will h the exhibit of ill.
ii, alers. which wilt occupy .the settee
second floor of the hotel.
Heat Schools, With Ashes.
fls moistening coal ashes with a *1
eition of oxalie acid, rock wilt and
water the board of eductftion Is hese
mg all the public school heeding", with
firea Made from ashes and saving
eetleifio a year by'- it, according to a
!meet made by the superintendent of
school supplies Some coal—bet very
little Is used apd the lenitors'are en-
:terve! In a contest to see which can
use the Want, coal anti the most sehee
The experiment has been going on for
some Orem Of 300 reports mint iti
mom than 7.0 per vent show a easing
of mai. Commercial oxalic acid costs
10 coati+ • pound and rOck, salt
cents a hundredweight --New York
Dispatch to rIttilburg Garet
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TAFT WILL WIN
EASILY I 01110
Only One County is Fight
Against Hint.
Peinusetel Ituniorrew Will Re Held in
till Comities and in Others Dele-
gates Will Be eteleceed.
CONTRST IN lellefleTWO
Columbus. 0 . Feb. ite—Tuesdae
the county priniarles at whIch dele-
gate' to the Republican state con-
vention on lefarch 3 are to be selected,
will be held throughout Ohio. An
overwhelming majority of these dele-
gates will be In favor of William IL
Taft for president, and the conveu-
te niay be unanimously In his favor.
Under the recent decision of the
Republican state ceetral committee.
it will kot be necessary to hold actual
primaries unless thefe-la inure Atm,
'oie ticket In the field and lit triribe of
this ruling in 53 out of a total of me
counties in the state, regular Taft
delegates will be chosen merely by
certification of their n'ames.
In the ieniaining eti counties pri-
maries will be heed, out in one four
of these is there opposition to Taft.
In hut one county. Cus halters. In
which the city of Cleveland As located
does the fight against )iim show any
sign of cousequence.
As Taft will control the state con-
vention he is certain cif four delegates
at large and In the Feet. Second.
Fourth, Fifth. Twelfth and Sixteenth
"districts. uticontested Taft delegates
will be iimeen.
The Foraker people have conlider-
able etrength to the Sixth and tenth
dIslreqs. flTeleU In -the elle of
Cleveland for'etate delegate's appile.
also Jo the congressional convention
of the Tnent-tIrst district. It is
theiefore possible that there play be
iontesting delegates from those threw
districts. •
RAILROAD NOTES
Jerre, Corbett a well Roblin lit)
rola Central flatmate Is at the rale
road hospital suffering from a bad iv
sprained bark taustal by a caboose at.
tac.hed to a fre.gbt train turned over
at Eleventh street and Broadway,
while beteg, pulled en to the vinegar
factory Avitels. Saterdey sight *bout
11:84 o'elock. Mr tsorleett was in the
caboose at time thine and his back wa•
sprained In attempting to jump.,
'Lake Bureadel. time, keeper in the
car repairing department at the Illi-
nois Central 'hop., who has been sick
with grip for two da)S. Was able to
eb as work this mornIng
(7ol. W. A. Flowers, beggeremaster
at .the lesion station, is min sufferine
conelderably with an attacks of grip
He was off duty all de) yesterday. but
VUWCIT etileuth to look ,after the at-
tetra df the baggage room today.
The twenty-fourth monthly joint
nivetine of the Ladles Auxiliary and
ehe Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-
men and Enginemen will be held to-
morrow night at Rogers hall. I r •
etreet and Broadway. and a meet
teesesant time is anticipated All the
regular engine:nen of both the
• Ceptral and Niostiv ilk. Chatta-
noopre and St. Louis railroad will be
in attesdance. sad are eeptieted to
belay iseeeral reit-of-town- visitors
Refreshments will he served be the
ladies and an orchestra wil fernish
music for the occasion
"Vouee man. do you know any-
thing about Soldiering!" asked the re-
etuiting sergeant, bluntly "A - little
se." faltered the (-happy with white
hands and pink clerks. "And whit
has been y :Sur exeerienceee•
have been using a pill' of military
brushee ern over ten yr-am. sly!'—
Chicago Daily Neese
LOOK AT TilE STAMP
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
e
_
Bottled in Bond Nine Years Old •
atinwsnarwsmassante 
V. 
fn.
FOR RENT
Several, desi rabic offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMENCANORMAN NATIONAL BANK
ISM 
City Transfer Co.
• C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
'All Kinds of Haulms. ScLorid
and Washington Strscti.
Warehou3e for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
!INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L WELL & CO.
Life,
Aocident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office Phones ;WU,
Steam Holler,
Hoods,
Plate Glue,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones %).1t,';:s
4..;earTaptasvIt Baslldlrt, I-NaduCaah, Ky.
The 0111ceholder --"Hut why should
not I work in the city hair e' The,
Citizen—"1 am told that it be in an
'insanitary condition, and it will ruin
your health " The Officeholder—
Weil, where did yon. get the idea that
I was in the city hall for my healtiOe
--Cleveland Leader. .
FOR
Quick Delivery
Full Weights and
HIGH GRADE
COAL
Phone 479
II.E.JOYNES
All Coal No Clinkers
WE'VE CUT THE PRICE,
TOO.
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 1 i.' Irth
3'25 Kentucky Avenue,
W. F. Parton, R. Reidy, P-Pitryear.
1Presidest. (shier,
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
lilaterstareetNI
rinprtra . . . . • • • we+ • elpor•
Marvin., . . . . 
fee orkJe4rIe4 Ushlilty.. , WoOlise Age.
'roam ...rarity to detwishors. ,...„ .
0100.000
11•••   50,000
  100,1stki
Accounts of IndicifInale and *ems enifeited. We
anali am well WI i•este depOaltOr• and accord to all
eseirteocui treatment
*5W), 04W)
apprc4 lat.
some
Interest Paid on Time Deposita
MEN NATURDAT VittiM 7 To * o'rtiortIL.
Third mind Breadvraw
iessimmometwoulb. 
t
,
*
•
••  • ••414 • 10••••• ••• 
resedeneemegegesidadmillIIIIIIMmes •'fr
ORR W. IVIIITTEEIRE
REAL ESTATE 111
AGENCY
NEW BOOK!
•
R H Eir AASTTi S M
CURE
COALITION THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY ••
1
•••••
•••=.1111
NI
so
•
•
;
REAL ESTATE-PRICE usr.i
Cali. Seal or Telepliess ler
pawed by Congress forbidding railroad
operators working more than nine boars •
day, Pas createil dentimd for about muse
more telegraph operators than caul now be
secured. liailruad companies hav• rut rail.
road wires tit° 1 ..:egssi phy Departments ul
DRAUGHON'S
Practieal Business Colleges. t
YOr KAM, -Why Learn TelegraellYr
dill or addregs Jno. 1. teaughote free at _
PADUCA11-814 Broethcay.
( hicurpOrlited.)
litYstitalle men say DRAM:MONO; la TMI
NIT. Trees I months Bookkeeping by
DitAUOlioN'S copyrighted methods equals
III elsewhere. age of the U. S. C011117 OE-
FREE 
paarIal write the shorthand Draught=
teaches. Write for prices on lesions in tihort-
hand. Bookkeeping. Penmanship, etc.. SY
ISA* or Al OOLLEBIL 30 tia/eires in 0 Mates.
)lflONttaeeure.lorMmfltKY BACK. Enter
say tine: no vacation. latakeme FitEk.
Phones 835. FRATERNITY BLDG.
PADUCAH, KY.
HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
£IOVED TO I'HIREI LE
1100,1188111ea, Beak Work, Imp
AWL jirlkosT Wert • apectilijE__
KI14,_TMS DOUGH
Ms Owl 1DOE LIMOS
'W Dr. Its,
New Discovery
F°R Cgtu.gra 141 11: X1C•Sit •
AND ALL MOAT Cale LUNG TROWILES.
G UA,RARTILED CIATISTACTOifle
g OR MONET RILVITNDID.
imenessi
likusoos csistors.u. zs.-
vvissION BULLETIN.•
•
Tioiriollowing reduced rates
are aintonneed:
MAILDI GRAS
New Orleans, Is.. March 3,
1008.
For _the above drcasion the
Lltnois Central Railroad cons-
puny will sell round trip tick-
ets oners‘bruary 26, 27, 28,
29 sad on March 1 and 2,
190%. to? $15 95, good re-
turning until March 10, 1108.
For information, apply tO
City Tioket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVA1i,
Agt City Ticket CMOs
.5 R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot0 •
$
•
MAIER KLOW, BUT teURE.
Letter Posted Fifty-four Yearn ego
- at Last Delivered.
New York—After it had been more
than fifty -four years In Me mails. a
letter was delivered yesterday to Mrs
Elizabeth B Nichols, of,eigiwark, N. J
Yesterday morning. ,Newerk newspa-
pers reported the fact that there had
been receive/dot the oostollice e letter
addressed to Miss Elizabelli Oar&
'tete. the postmark on which showed
that It had been mailed in New Or-
leaba on December 3o, ii054
The postmaster knew no one of that
name, and did not know what to'
with the letter, which sas addressed
to her by her maiden name The let-
ter proved to have been written by
Fannie Settee Mrs. Nichols' cousin,
who now lives in El Paso, 'Tea., and
who attended school with Mrs. Nichols
more than half a century ago
The ink inside tne letter was no bad
Is faded that the letter le hardly de-
eipherable. but the address is plain.
The envelope was badly worn, but had
beldeeogether. No one has been able
to offer an explanation for the where-
abouts of the letter during she yestrs
that have elapsed since it was mailed.
Cella= WATSON
Oertatnly maaahed a hole la the Ws-
royals of Kansas, but Ballard's Hore-
hound Wyrup has mashed all records
as a cure for Coughs. Bronchitis. IU-
SWUM& and all Pulmonary diseases.
T. C. Horton, Kansas, writes: *I
hare never found a medieinti that
would cur• a cough go quickly as Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup. I have west
IC. for years."
Sold by IL Oehlechlaeger, Lang
and C. O.
TO RE1JU4le PER DIEM.
Railroads Want Fine °a Idle Cars
medeed to 13 Cents.
Calcago, Fels. .—The American
Rallwey association today decided to
•uleinit to various reads a proposition
to reduce the per diem charge 011
freight cars to I coati- Iiistisid dI
21 zeets as at premise As evidence
of the necessity for the change it
was stated that the Rock Island had
11.000 cars idle, the Northwestern 6.-
000, the Darlington 1.2,0494, the Santa
Fe 7.0041 Balloting upon (be le-auc-
tion dose February 25. If the
majority favors it the lower charge
will become effective March 1.
•
•
•
a.
•
•
•
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PLENTY O' MONET •
•
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•
•
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tiVeF:D WHEN YOIJ
BUT (X)AL OF
11111:61LIFT
PHONES Nat
•
ARE ADDED TO SitliEt'lee OF
PUBLL'
Miss Baynham W
on Saturday
to thildrest
cement, F'i'b
us
-
The tollowlrj now books have been
added to the public library and are
ready for circulation:
How the World is"Feti, Carpenter;
Mt of Living in Good Health, Sager,
Jfteph aaydo, Upton, tr.; The Nibe-
kings, Upton, tr.; Herman & Thus-
nelda, Upton, tr Treasury of
fie Verse, Chadwick. Villa on the
Rhine, Auerbach; Ancient Civilize.
tion, Seignobos; Mediaeval and Mod-
ern Olvilizatidn, Seletibbos; Tolstoi
as Man and Artist', Merejowski; Men,
Women and Books, Birrell; Pripet-
plea Of American Forestry, Greene
Great *eters, Woodberry; Frithiof
Saga, Upton, tr.; Jennie Baiter. Jour-
utilise Barr; Cbsumpolls, Bourget;
Where Shakespeare Set His Stager
Lathrop; National Problems, v.24,
Hart, . ed.; National DeNvelopment.'
v.23, Bart, ed.; The American Con-
_e__Booree jeferjege's Auditing;
Microscope and Its Revelahons, Car-
penter; Barbarous, Kuhn; The Swig,
Heroes, Willys; William of Orange,
&Imp: Gudrun, Upton, tr.; life of
the Spirit, Bible; Longing and Other
Poems, Parham.
The librarien will talk to the chil-
dren at 3:341. o'clock Saturday. Feb-
ruary 15.
heves Years of Prime
"i have had seven years of Proof
that Dr. King's New Discovery is the
best medicine to take for coughs and
°olds and for every diseased colic/100n
of throat, chest or luesgs," rays W. V.
H•ory, of Panama, Mo. The world
has had thirty-eight years of proof
that Dr. King's New Discovery Is the
best remedy for coughs and colds, la
WPM. induce, hay fever, bronchltla,
hemortliage of the lump, and the
early stages of consumption. Its
timely use always prevents the devel-
opment of pneumonia. Sold under
guarantee by all druggists 50c and
$1 00. Trial bottle free.
BRYAN WAS ENDORSED
By lows State Deenocretk Committee
' —Dater. Set.
Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. —A res-
olution eneorsing William J. Bryan
was today tiaanimougly adopted by
the Democratic :state committee and
notice of its adoption telegraphed to
Bryan. This action came only after
whole dare maneuvering in whiter
the radicals showed themselves eon-
pletely in the majority over the con-
servatives who have in the past op-
posed Bryan. ve
Tter committee oetermined upon
March 26 as the dateof the state con-
ientiou to select national delegates,
and Cedar Rapids as the lotation. The
eouvention for a combination state
ticket will be held in Sioux City, July
2nd.
,
The Reeks.
It a senior meet a body.
When you go to High,
If a senior cell you VFreshie,"
Need • body cry'
Ilka senior's been a freebie,
Is the dtya gone by
Wien- Mal% and say, "We'll soon
-- Seniors,"
When we go to High.
--Ora Sheehan in the Luminary.
be
•
When in doubt,
use
GAS COKE
•
•
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
Aches and Pains lit bele, Buck or
Bone*. Swollen Joints All
Disappear.
By Taking Botanic Blood Balm, Thos•
sands of Ritmo/satire (Aired By
Its Use.
LARGE ROMPER sFeltEli iativeEvy.le'uO, lumasALL.
bvi,
eto
tb• eyessiteke •
Ilbeemiatisest Bone
peitie sciatica or
shooting pains up
slid down the leg;
aching neck or
shoulder blades,
swollen muscles,
difficulty in moving
around so eou have
to use crutches;
blood thin or skin
pale; skin itches
and burns; shifting
pains; bad breath;
gout. Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.)
will remove every symptom, becalms.
B. B. B. sends a rich tingling flood of
warm, rich, pure blood direct to the
noralified nerves, bones and Joints, giv-
ing warmth and strengtit Just where it
is needed, and in this way making a
perfect, lasting cure of Rheumatism in
all its forms. B. B. B. Invigorates the
blood, making it pure aad rich and at
same time destroys the active poison
in the blood which causes Rheumatism.
frequently cause Rheumatism. B. IL B.
B. B. B. has made thesands of cure. of
rheumatism after all Other medicines,
liniments and doctors have failed to
help or cure. Weak, sautethre
frequently cause Rheumatism. L. thrg 
help or cure. Weak, laisetlee Kkitueys
deatnIng oft all disease matter and all
nuarittalc cid,so the urine flows freely and
1OTA/WIC BLOOD BALM, (B. B. B.)
Is pleasant and safe to take; composed
of pure Botanic ingredients. SAMPLE
SENT FREE by DRUGGISTS or se4644
expriss. At $1 PER LARGE BO
with directions for home cure.
Sold, In Paducah. Ky.. by IL W.
Walker & Co.. W. I. Gilbert, Lang
Bros. Alvey 5 LAS.
ON NEW GOLD COINS REMY=
BY BANKS OF PADUCAH.
Wei Cleartears Vemerly Pick Theis
iroic-aTo-TCry May Be Worth
Premium
The first of the series of gold C01116
without the inscription "In God We
Trust" has been received by Paducah
banks. The coins have an odd ap-
pearance and are eagerly sought by
those keeping a collection of coins as
the possibility of congress passing a'
bill ordering the inscription back may
cause them to be Worth a premium in
a short while.
_ Watched Pintoes Years.
"For fifteen years I have watched
the working of Bucklen's Ainica
Salve; and it has never faded to cure
any sore, boil, ulcer or born to which
It war applied It has saved us many
a doctor bill." says A F, Hardy, of
East Wilton, Maine. 25e at all drug-
gists.
Bard of Avon Eclipse.
Milwaukee. Wis.. Feb. —The im-
liaortality of William Shakespeare is
snore than threatened. The Ldtheran
clergy of Milwaukee has denounced
his "Merchant of Venice" as against
Christian principles, teading to de-
moralize the church, and without lit-
erary value.
The clergy scored the Walther
league, composed of Lutheran young
people, for daring to suggest Its Pro-
duction as) a dIt It Miff Ilirelf
addressee by the Rev. Henry lipreriM
ler, to say nothing of protests from
five other Lutheran pastors, before
the league decided to lbandon the
project.
Adolph G. Schweiel, president of
of the League, ventured tq defend the
hard of Avon and his play, bringing
down a storm of bitter criticism from
the ministers.
After Another.
"Of eeurse," said Bateheller, "ev-
ery married woman believes that the
proper age for matrimony is the age
at which see married "
"Unless she happens to be a wid-
ow," remarked Vieseman, "and then
she hastens to declare that she was
much too young when she married tine
first time."
Tornmo—"Pop. why do we call
English the mother tongue?"
Tommy's Pop—'"To make it femi-
nine, my son. it is so full of incon-
sistencies."—Philadelphia Record.
.0u r..
Dispensers
do nothing but put up pre-
scriptions and are not bother-
ed by having to run about the
store and wail on customers
Their undivided attentioa is
concenerated on putting ,up
prescriptions
.--1111•—•
W. B. McPherson
110th Mow Mt
PORMED AGAIN*? TAIFT BY RE-
ACTIONARIES.
Strengthiof oppomition Will Re Pooled
By Canners, Fairbanks mild
Kuut.
Washington, D. C., Feb. le.—The
Chicago Tribune says: President
Roosevelt and those— who are joined
with the president in an effort to bring
about the nonenation of William H
Taft br the Chicago convention no.
realize that the stipporters of other
candidates have not been idle, and
that the coming battle will be hard
fought and to a finish.
The Taft advocates within the ad-
ministration'; circle are astonished
over the strength shown by their par-
ty opponents.
As much was admitted today, and
word went out from headquarters
near,to the white house that thee,
was plenty of evidence that a combi-
nation had been effected among' the
advocates of Cannon, Knox. Fair-
banks and others to prevent Taft from
getting' the nomination.
: It was said in these quarters that
Senator -We-Murray- Crane,'-of ItOrea-
chusetts, was the leader of the anti-
Taft fortes.
Master Hand at West.
WIthout regard to whether Clir
Creed is or is not the chief mover 4,
the growing opposition to the effort
of President Roosevelt to name hl.
own successor, the fact is recognised
on all sides that some masterful pol-
itician has effected a powerful work-
ing coalition of the Republican lead-
ers who are committed to the candi-
dacy of other candidates than Taft.
This was shown in the Florida
state eonventione and it is now an
open secret that the work of the al-
lied forces Will be apparent fa every
Republican Mate convention in which
federal ofneeholders will take a
prominent part with the objeet of ob-
taining an indorsement for the secre-
tary of war.
Dudley Foulke, of Inelana, who
was an ardent civil service reformer,
had been reading the allegations in
an Indianapolis newspaperd, said to
be controlled by Vice President Fair-
banks in regard to improper use of
federal patronage and the services of
federal officeholders in Mr. Taft's be-
half, and reader a trip to Washington
to investigate.
He flier President Roosevelt, Secre-
tary Taft. Posienaster General Meyer
and others connectel with the admin-
istration and returned home and chal-
lenged the Indianapolis newspapers to
name a single instance where a fed-
rat °Meer had ben instruted to work
for Mr Taft's nonenatkin. •
Wliur
Should your baby suffer? When he is
fretful and restless. don't experiment
on him and use any old thing your
neighbor recommends. Buy a bottle of
White's Cream Vermifugee grimmest
known worm medicine and cure for all
children's diseases. It is mild in tts
action, builds up the syttem, makes
thin, puny babies fat. Mrs. J. C.
Smith. Tampa, Fla., writes: "My eaby
was thin and sickly, could not retain
its food and cried all night. I used
one bottle of White's Cream Verrnifuge
and In a few days baby was laughing
happy and Well."
Sold by J. H. Oelitechlasger, lane Broa
and C. 0. Ripley.
Alemissm Coins.
For the drat time in Its history the
Saltish mint last year- used aluminum
for coinage purposes. In all. S1,872,-
142 coins were struck peas tbiametal
these comprising half-teat pleas, for
use in Uganda and one-tenth Of a
penny pieces for circulation in the
Nigerian protectorates. A good deal
of imperial silver finds its iay to the
west coast of Africa, much of it going
into Northern Nigeria. Bronze coins
also circulate to someeeztent on the
coast, but it is rare for them 'to be
met with in the interior. In these re-
gems the little shells known as cow-
ries, the value of which is continually
fluctuating, being the highest in the
remoter Metric-to have hitherto form-
ed the medium for exchlitge. - An
olicerdd the mint explains that the
low value of the coins and the im-
mense nuMber of them required ren-
dered it neceesery to make them of ,
some ext1emely light metal, hence the
adoption of aluminum "The smaller
the amount the greeter the coot sof
coinage," be remarked "Holfpence
are much more costly to Coin than
pennies, and yield far leas profit. So
far as I know, these are the only
aluminum coins in the world." The
new coins are perforated in the center
to permit the nails-es to string them
togetter. as has been their habit with
the cowries—New York Tribute).
?Wei JOT
Of living is to have good health. ris
Herbine and you will have bushels of
Joy. You need not be blue, fretful arta
have that bad taste in your Mouth
Try • bottle of Herbine, a positive ours '
for all liver complaints E Harrell,
Austin. Tea, writes: -I have used '
!turbine for over a year, and find it a
fin, regulator. I Vasil's, rocogronood If
aa • fine medicine for Dyspepsia."
Sold by J. le Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
Unhappily /like.
"He has no ear for music," Raid
Bulger. playiagly. "It's actually
fact that he couldn't distinguish be-
tween the air of 'America' and that
of 'God Save the King.' "
i'leld Bulger know that the air Is
the same In both'"
"He did lot."—Exchangt
•
Deer---4V,hat do you call yout ma-
chine, an automobile or a motor car
Hartley—I call It either when It
rims When It doesn't I call It other
th ngre—Somerville Journal
IS BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAIIIR
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANt-__AL.
EATABLIBIIND 1874,
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCXH, KENTUCKY.
"UNITED STATE8 DEPOSITORY. 
Femplue and Undivided Prodlts
filhareboidera Responsibtlity
Total Beriponidbility to Depositors  4100,00o lott
S. B. HE GHES, President. Jos. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice President.
J. C. UTTERBACK, Cashier. C. E RICHARDSON, Amt. Cashier.
INTERIM' PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. E. ANSPACHER., S. B. HUGHES, 8. A. F'OWLER, J I, IPRERID-
NLIN, J. C. UTTERBAOK, DE J. G. BROOKS, }MACK oWEN.
 $400,000
 SOCeueo 00
00
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
is now open in sew quarters. Open dgy an4 night.
01)D SOLUTION OF
WHISKY QC .ownosi.
-air°, ill, Feb. 10.—Cobden,
has come forward with a gointion of
the liquor problem that is original, if
not effective. Saloons were voted out
last November, and since then the tern
perance people have been worried be-,
cause cider and other drink's were core• be city,
tinued to be sold. Among the alleged 001131111RCIAL p4Togoormno
offenders was one Marcus Vitt, a ba-
L/C1f7111D.ker. Mr. Vitt wis a good baker, and
the people of Cobden are otillosoPhers
They called a teen meeting, mid reach
ed au agreenient that if Mr. Vitt
would cease selling drinks, they would
cease buying their bread out of town,
and would buy it all of him. They
put their pledge in writing, and It was
signed by 32 merchants and citetens,
in fact, every business man in the
town, and Mr. Vitt "made good" by
pledging in writing that tie would quit
selling drinks of every kind and
would stop all loafing and card play-
ing around his establishment.
Here are the agreements:
"We. the undersigned merchants
and trueness men of Cobden, do
hereby agree to purchase of Marcus
Vitt, all the bread we handle, as long
as the bread comes up to the stand-
ard in quality necessary to make it
saleable and satisfactory to the
trade."
Mr. Vitt's agregasent he "In con-
sideration of the above agreement.
made by the merchants of Cobden, I
hereby agree to furnish bread of gdod
quality at prevailing prices, and do
hereby further agree. to discontinue
the handling or sale of drinks of any
kind and to prohibit loafing, card
Playing, and to conduct a first-class
elate of business in all respects."
Mind Your Regimes's!
If you don't nobody will. It is
your businees to keep out of all the
trouble can and you can and will
keep out of liver and bowel trouble
It you take Dr. King's New Life Pills.
Ilbeff keep biliOSBIBINII, atalaffia and
Jaundice out of your system. 21O at
all druggists.
Dr. George Alexander, pastor of the
University Place Presbyterian Church
of New York, acting President of Un-
ion College, has declined the perma-
nent presidency of the institution. 4-le
says he is too far pa in life to hazard
a step demanding the efforts of a
younger and more active mah.
rieveree.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..-1
; Curanis
Cream
Most Affective for
Cracked and
Chapped
Skin surfaces, healing com-
pletely the most aggravated
cases in a few applications.
Is not sticky or greasy; makes
the skin white and soft.
6
Prepared aid soid Wily by
SAL WINSTEAD
Druggist
Seventh and droadway,
NEW STATE. M.
111111110,011•11, Uips
.4
D. A. Dailey, Mph
11••••*.
femme and best hotel Is the dig.
Oates WI.00. Two large womb
Mow Bath rooms, Elects* Ligkes.
the only ceatra/ty located Need ne
OD.
EVANWUJelt, PADOCAR AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorpoinated.)
WAN/lie-MEE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Pow1er and John 8.
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. masharp, daily, an-
t Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room., Good music and table an:-
Surpassed.
feet:1191 lilf9411B&I.104 apply CO
S. A. Fowler, General Pail Agent, Or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh k Co's OlIce,
Pled and Broadway.
VT. LOUIS A TENNREMEN KW=
PACKET COMPANY.
(bacorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
/STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Timmy, NMI
Every Wednesday at 4.p. ,
W. WRIGHT assemi _
EUGE:STE ROBINSON . s.. • •-•41141011
This company ts not reeposettn•
for invoice charges unless eollestse
by the clerk of the boat,
Specie} excursion rates from Pada.
tab to Waterloo Fare for the meal
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducak every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
We Are
Headquarters For
Choice Roars
Carnations
Nareisens
Violets and
Artistic
Floral
Designs.
E
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
de a general
livery businees.
hsTolly Ufm/ Compasy
Fisrtà It, oil Iasi= his.
•
Telcplo ate delitertes to any
part of the city in In ininatosi.
Roth Osiers No. ISO.
•
•
•
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`Our Yinal Wean thveep 49ricek' to 24ake goon(
`Our Sress inds Department ladies' and children's AMC
tddd and ̀ 4nds lot43 pieces Grey Suiting, 
54 inches wide, and
Oar price $1.75. clean sweep price,
Spring Weight Cloth; reig-
t 
pieces Tan, Grey. Blue, Greet% --Fancy French Imported light
weight suiting. Theeeisre most attractive cloths tue- Spring suits
and skirts. egular price 12.50. clean sweep Prtee.. $1.S9
1 Black Span Net Robe, regular price $37s.00. 1.-*---Jan sweep
price, •  $111.30,
2 patterns of 6 yards each in French Novelty Suitings, dark ground :
with invisible check, In Spring weight cloths; : regular price $14.'o.0
pattern; clean sweep sale, $7.144
1 Piee:e Navy Blue Ciepe de Paris; special, . 
6 pieces Black and Black Novelty Suiting. regular price, $1.95 
to
$1.541, clean sweep price.
3--riteees -Mark.- Tan, fireen-,--N-a" -Shredow cheek- and- 4114-40-
regular price 22.50, $2 410, $1.95; clean sweep prier. $1.79
1 piece Red Novelty Suiting, regular price, $1.00; clean sweep
price,  72ic
:fadies' Under iv ear Zargaino
Values ̀ extraordinani
Loilleee' all wool shirts and pants, all sizeola natural or red, regular
$1.4141 garment, clean sweep pi cc.  • 79e•
Ladies' cream or grey Yews or pants le picked fleece Heed, mediem
w.-ight garnieuts, elastic and dui able, our regular 50c garment. clean
sweep price, •  :19c
Lades' Colon uits, whfie or cream, extra good sale:vein a well made
and elastic garment, regular price $1.25 and 11.041, clean up
4114dree's Underwear at Exceedingly Low Prima,
Mea's Ribbed medium-weight winter ' underehirts, clean sweep
price.  219c
Vomforts Sr q "(mg 'Alibis
'One = Yourth 'off $1.75 Value $1.00
Ladles' Fancy Hose, Boot effect, 75e, 414c, 35c values, clean sweep
price, 
Ladies' Grey Hose, regular 115c value, clean sweep price,  Or -
Ladies' Fancy Holm. Red and Black. regular price 10c, clean sweep
price, flc
Misses' Hose in rli) or plain, including some children's sizes 51/2 to
81/2. regular price 25c, clean sweep price,  17c
Men's extra heavy black sox. fast colors and good ones, regular 25c
hose, clean sweep price. 17c
U
319-223-Broadway
9-able in ens, 4heetings,Vottons
25 pieces 3G-inch Bleached Domestic, regular 121/2e values ....Or
50 pieces good quality Brown Domestic, 36 inches wide, smooth fin-
ish, worth Sc. special, •iec
25 precise DreliaGingtam, prettty patterns, all new, PO and ITtie
values. special.  
-,, 
7c
(5 pea. 141e4 Pepperell 1111keetin. bleached. special. IleHe
26 pieces French -Cambric, white ground with small figure, In neat
patterns, an ewe/feat cloth for waists, house dress. etc., 2$1.1e values.
speclal, lac
25 dome pillow slips, regular 15c ealue, extra good quality. 26142.
spe:Aal.  ,  12c
-a1rallt-11110a.che4 Sheets, made of exceptional good quality_eherting.
regular .R5e .saluci, at • 413c
9-4 Bltnettisel-elheeting. one of the beet known Wands, special:  21'ic
All 1c/c Outing Flannels and Flannelette at Te yd
All 121/2c Outing Flannel and Flannelette tostose-crut at,: ...14 1-11c
• Jnôelis
14* 1.-Conaists of Belts that originally sold up to $1 Au and $1,541.
These belt, are 'shop worn from handling, clean sweep price. ,...1110e
144 S.-Consists of belts sold up to 75c afid $1.110. ShoPworli
from handling, clean sweep price, lee
14* 11.--tonsiste of wash belts that are soiled, former price 50c 115c
and 15e. clean sweep price.  " One Vest
_ .Sin 'Combs
hut 1.-Consista of Back Combs that sold up to $1.00, front hand-
ling have become slightly tarnished end rough. elepn sweep price 20.
'Lot IL-Consists of Ladles' Back Combs that sold up to Sac, mama
condition as above, elean sweep price, lffe
-JiiXeckivear
-. esi&ws?'Ki1auv MilEe-o1TA* in Atilt idik- SIM mid
originally up to $2.60.to $1.04) clean sweep price, 40.
Other Attractive Neckwear Values.
Jome4ttrordirtargVorsetVables
`Wining tut *ICC., and dtqled
We have eight numbers which we are going to drop from cur Cor-
- --set de.partinear,hoth in Batiste and Drill. Thompson, Kobo and J. R.
eorsets. These corsets are all good, wood style, good quality, but
having practically the same styles In other nunsbers we are going to
- offer this lot of about 16 0 corsets ranging in price from $1.-Jo Sc
$2.54) at.  oweefoarth nff
$2.50 1111.1111
lot of broke% sizes arid old sy le corsets. about 50 In Md,
originally very expensive corsets in lot to close at
su 0111.•
BSc
dome lreat Umbrella Sargains
Manufacturers' lot of ladies' steel Manufeteturer.a lot of men's =-
rod, Paragon frame uttibreltaa,15A brellas, unusual values,
nice assortment...,....... 90c
To Save His Family From His Frenzy
Mad Man Calmly Takes His Own Life.
Utica, N: Y,, Feb, 10.-The suicide
is Malone a few days ago of Dr. Sta-
cey Dwight Williamson, a leading
physician of that community, him re-
vealed one of the strangest tragedies
ever recorded in northern New York.
Details of the suicide unfolded today
revert how Dr. Williamson. prompted
by expert medical opfnion that he was
rapidly develistang hicitniclaUT reithElly,
and that in an unguarded moment be
might attack his two smell children
or beautiful young wife, made his will,
dressed himself for the grave, and
swallowed a quantity of morphine;
.4khich caused his death.
Dr. Williamson had ; lucrative
. practice, was a leader at golf and in
automobile circles of Malotse, and.
with his,wife. moved in excluslye so-
'Leire'- He was of a jovial- die--
position until a year ago, when he
was seized with a fit of melancholy,
during which he confided to his wife
that his mother and another relative
had died of homicidal Insanity, and
expressed fear that he, too, would
meet such a fate During the last
summer he appeared to shake off his
melancholy spell.
Ileanky Experts Sealed Fate.
This winter, however, he developed
another moody spell, and two weeks
ago Informed his wife that he was goe
lag to consult two physicians at the
Ogdengurb state hospital with a view
Of ascertaining whether he was doom-
ed to insanity. Leaving his practice
In the care of ahother Malone physic-
-"Ian, Dr. Williamson, went to Ogden-
burg and returned home with a lees.
sage that shattered the hope of his
household. Hie medical friends at
the Ogdenburg state hospital informed
him after a careful examination, that
his worst fears would eventually he
realized and he was liable to become
violently Insane without a moment's
warning.
Dr. Williamson'e nilucl.14:16 quickly
made up as to his course of procedure
One mqrnIng. several days later, he
arose, apparently In better virits than
usual, summoned his coachman, and
made calls on suet% patients as needed
Ms immediate attention. Then he
drove home. wrote letters to his wile.
and to each of his children. telling
hem he was doomed in Insanity. and
preferred death to existence in a
madhouse. He also mentioned their
peril so long as he remained unre-
strained
Preearerl HImeelf for Death.
Dr. Williamson then went to his
sleeping apartments. took a bath,
shaved, attired himself is his buto
clothing, swallowed a done Wmor-
Also, and lay on a bed. Ills wife
loved him there a few moments after.
watd,alid despise the assurance that
De wait net 212110 sammoied three
physicians.
They came promptly. but Dr. Wit-
llamson informed them that their
services were useless, as he had taken
poison, and Would be deed in half an
an hour. Then he kisstid bee wise and
(hildren good-by, assuring them that
he had done the proper thing. lapsed
into unconeclousness, and died in Jost-
hatran-liortr, ke-stated-he
Cautious Kanner
Lady int the zoos--Auel how old is
this crocodile?
Keeper twiseiperIngt-She is eighty
Ire, ma'am.-Filegemie 'Matter.
('(DART RIF:RUSES LN1HAN WIFE,
loves Chief Offers Daughter to the
Packers Nos.
Fills& Okla., Feb. 10.-After saving
the life of Chief Horse Eagle of the
Ponce Indians at the risk of his own.
John Cudahy, Jr.. son of the Chicago
packer, this afternoon was forced to
dec-iine the chief's offer of his loviiest
(laughter as a wife In the presence of
the is:molting Indian tnalden herself.
Cusluhy is laid up with two broken
lass and a lacerated scalp at the 101
:ranch while 101 Indian braves and
ntedielne men are holding wild orgies
and dances on-the rolling prairies
about the rare.t house lean appeal to
the Great Father for Cudahy's quick
recovery.
Cetdaby plunged into an Icy river
and cut the blielle reins In which the
chief was entente(' after his pony
broke through the lee The animal
broke Cedahy's ribs with a kick dur-
ing Its-frantic Idunginge-
-Judge, Lightfoot Saturday extend
eel the time of the courtly supervisors
until tomorrow evening: when they.
will adlourn until next: Monday to
hear romp!aints from prolVrty own-
ers whole assessments have been In-
ertness&
OUR , S H IPS trip of freight. She left at 12 today
vIlle Suhday afternoon w:th a good
fur Nashville. '
The tan kot In from fameyeille
with a tow of coal for the West Ken-
o}, tucky Coal ("moony.
The Blue Spot and I.s•da Fot in from
Joppa Sunday afternoon. The boats
have been gathering up ties that were
floated down the riser In the 'storm
4Pereignere Vonskiered 4)bjectkens of ten days ago. The Blue Spot left for
Latter Das critics to War the Tennessee-today alter ties. The
V. • Is. Lyda, will 'tare tomorrow.
The Lula E. Warren arrived, from
the Testsessee last night with a tow
REST IN WORLD, IS RRPORT
ADMIRAL CONVERSE.
e. 7"-
_ Wangton, Feb. 10.-Adnriral
Converse has submitted to Secretary
Metcalf a report os due results of his
investigation into the recently pub-
lished criticism of the designs of
American naval vessels-. It -is not
probable that its contents will, be
made 'public until the president has an
opoortepity to read the report. If
then.
It may be stated, however, that the
report undertakes to demonstrate as
clearly as figures, comparisons of for-
eign navies, end scale drawings can
establish the fact, that the fighting
ships of the American navy were at
the date of their design, the best
ships in the wOrld of their class and
they are today comparable on even
terms w.th the ships of easy other
navy.
It is declared in the report that
everything that hUman thoiiiiit or the
int. Higent and highly trained navel
officer* could devise to insure this re-
•ult, is shown to have been done by
•he veteran naval oMcers. both line
and staff, who petfected the designs
for the vessels of the new navy.
Few, if any of the objections, width
have been found by latter-day critics
were unknown to designer' -of the
ships, who considered them white the
Plans were being prepared, which. It
14 said, represented the necessary corn
promise between extreme views of dif
berent schools of comiteirsthill.
000.0.411P' 
RIVER NEVIS 
Raver Stages,
  214.3 3.9 rise
Chattanooga  'LI 0.1 rive
Clficiouall  • 29.6 0.2 fall
Evansville  20.0 1.5 rise
Florence-Missing.
Johnsonville  11.8 Of fall
Louisville  10.7 0.7 fall
Mt. Carmel  15.1 1.7 Mew
Nashville  21.4 1.4 Alec
Pataburg  3.6 0.6 fall
St. Louis  3.7 0.9 rise
Mt. Votaress "  21.1 2.9 rise
Paducah .  2$6.s.r 1.2 rise
am..4.1111mmown
The T. IL Davis arrived from Sop
pa with a tow of empties yesterday
and took a to Ivor ties leek today
Tka Butterff arrived from Nash-
..This Sot realer Jett
o'clock. for Evansville after tying OP
here last week on account of the ice.
The Joe Fowler had her flag at half
mast Saturday for R. K. Dunkerson
of levanirvilie. who -wars burled Satur-
day. Mr. Dunkerson was a great to-
bacco man and liver man.
The Clyde hi due tonight from Wat-
erloo. Ma.
River stage 26.0, a rise of 3.5 feet
since Saturday, and 14 since yester-
day. The rain is melt:ng and sinking
the 1:-e In pre Ohio.
The Inverness arrived from the
Cumberland this afiterpoon with
tow of ties for the Ayer & I,ord Tie
company.
The Sticker Lee is due in frotr
Loolavilla Ists thla afternoon on
way to Memphis.
Pat Cox has ben granted engineer's
lioiase for compound, high and low
pressure and-for any tonnage.
Capt. James A. Koger and will
leave for Cuba today to -114.10- the
rest of the winter. They are going
for Mrs. Kager's health.
Capt. Young Taylor went to Louis-
ville Saturday on business and return-
ed last night.
When the Dick Fowler comes In
tonight she will have 60.009 spoke,
aboard for J. W. Little.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Si. Nickolas-4. H. Newman and
wife, Evansville', S. Vaughan, Priers-
ton; E. T. Tillie. Camden. Ark.: H.
Ronan), Indianapolis; C, W. Shipley,
Warsaw, Ind.; 21. B. Babb. Bardwelli
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McGuire. Kansas
City; .1. B. Dunleavy, St. 1.011111; W.
S. Dugger, St. Louis; F. Thornton.
New York ray: MM. K. G. 
Munclit,
Boston; Uri 11. Sterling, Boston.
Palmer- -George Bailey, Cincin-
nati: P. D. Spencer, Chicago; C. P.
Brown, New York: J. C. Flournoy,
Detroit: A. M. Todd, Springfield; F.
E. Reldhead. Columbus, Ga.; Louis
W. Bartlett, St. Louis; Fred A.
Kelrer, Milwaukee: F. 21. WhItesIdes,
Frailklin: Ramsey Skinner, St. Louis.
114.1v..dere-Goorge W. Ridenour,
Chattanooga; Clarence A. Sterling:
Chicago; Flank 'Clark, Clarkeville;
C. H. Hannonds, Hophinsville; C, 11.
Bradley. Murray; A. E. Illeon. Part:
Hugh ()reveal,' Drilsiburg; A. W.
eteamon. Carbondale: Henry Adams,' W BCinelaaatI; J. D. puBots, Menaphis: a •
.L -H. Hurt. Murray.
• New Itichniotrd--L. L. Pick, Smith-
land; W. H. (luers. Salem; Z. II.
Baynes,, Metropolis; J. A. Bradford,
Cincinnati; C. B. Sullivan; Princeton;
Willibm Burnett. Dycusburg; H.
Talls, Likestoni: T. R. Barker. Rus-
seilvire; W. A. Boyd..Mayeeld; C. V.
Williams. Paris; James Cbandler.
Louisville.
M.t111113.1)1.11OPON/M TO
IMVU.D NEW 2(11110011.0.
-MayiRld. poi. IC.=
Ina of the hoard of school trustees of
the city of Mayfield met Saturday af-
ternoon at the office of Mr. Will J.
Webb and arrived at • definite con-
clusion to bond the 'city for $70,us10
to build two and possibly three mod-
ern graded school buildings.
"Re says his wife can drive nails
Ike lightning-
"She must be fast.•"
"No: he means lightning never
strikes twice in the same place"
Houston Post.
THE LAST WEEK
NEXT KATI- ItDAV. FERRUAR1
, It4 THE -LAST DAV.
15,
To Get • 111 Iteetle ce( Psieveley's "SCO.
table I \impound for 33c or A Full
isreat meld, Three Hot tire for
at Sfellternoses 'Snag More.
Mr. Gholson tells of Pursiey s Vow..
tabe Compound: "I live one amid one-
half mlies southeast of Lone Oak.Kett-
tacky, elx miles from Padecah •My
wife and mother have been constant
sufferers for several sears from Kid-
ney troubles and rheumatism They
have tried every medicine they «odd
hear of that was recommended for
kidney troubles; they have also tried
doctor's Medicines, but nothing gave
them any- relief until two weeks ago
they began taking Pursley's Vege-
table Compound and It seems a
miracle the change that hat/ taken
place with them. Today they feel
Just like new women. I would not
take $100 for the goad on bottle hiw
done my wife and mother and will
say this, if every penile le McCracken
county only knew what the remedy
woula do for them, the druggist
couldn't get the amdielae to supply
the trade this week while he isset.
lag a $1 bottle for 36 cehts. •
"I WILL never be without Purales's
Vegetable Compotind In my horn.
again Yours very truly.
"W. T. OH0113014."
i operations in •..Iitern Kentucky. ti
e
ass pionsinent in many ways pi a eft.
I 114 n abtie het,. and promoted a nuns-
Ire of banks, Itriseetera Kentucky In
(wt. thile.eras his first field Wetly
of the banks are nos thriving itistelit-
(Continual from First par.) (Ions_
lie *Put to Louisville from
Bonding eaositoup:eody n tte-ht wphnomime,.
mb... and
who 104 4.I.outi es builders of Caehter
ga tmi at"' glalted 
the Western ,National
has given considerable to bank. For irregularities conneited
with that institution he was indicted
bi- the freboet grand jury. He sent
their attorneys, John 21. Herbert and
1. l,.-s., assisting State's Attorney
Otis F. Glen. W. A. Schwarta.• of
to Porto Hien, pending -trial of hie
case, and promoted his lumber con-
cern there, and by the time he was ac-
Ciirboddale. represented the -Elkeilie 41/4;1•4,4 La 1..utssilie under direction
Trust. Whip Judge W. F. Eris. F. G. of the court, he had arranged his
eree-an-d Perry- Wilson-. of Hits -e141-iptiourrtre kiorgi.i.r -lumber operatiotee
and Ralph Bprigg. of Chester. were in the pooh.
attorney" for the defendants. A nuns- Mr, Smith had many friends here,
her of similar stilts on other charges
are now pending against fifth and
his asseetates.
•
The Jury was out but rweety min-
utes. returnilig a verdict llading both
def•ddants guilty, and sentencing
novo to the penitentiary for g tern,
not to exceed five years. sad *leo as-
'Noting a fine of $2.1100 atiainst Smith.
W. R. Smith Kamera Herr.
W. B. Smith lived in Paducah a
netzuber of roars during ht. betaking
0.
who believed in him implicitly, and
many or them today believe he is a
Napoleon of finance, who has 'been -
greatly misrepresented and perseent.d
They had the utmost confidenee In hie
Innocence, and the news of his fail
will be a shock
It is stated that the case will he
appealed and ihe-senteneo will he
[might to the hest
The hardest part about know.pg
some people Is to conceal our oputton
of them.
AUDITORIUM RINK
TUESDAY NIGHT, FEB. I I
First series local championship race for men.
CONTESTANTS
J:hn Brooks, Jim Shelton, Maurice Lagerwall,
St. Valentine's Carnival Friday, 14th. Tickets
on sale at manager's office only.
The Post Office Will Prohibit
Valentines being sent by mail
When the people forget their frionds and sweethearteand lose
the Spirit of Fun.
Now,.if yon wish to see the daintiest and prettiest remem-
brances for Valentine Day call On us before we [tell out. We al-
ways Pell out clean because our prices are so low.
D. E. WILSON 1111
 11001% AND
MUSIC MAN
New at 313 Broadway Talkwhene 313
Aso
•
•
•
